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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Report of meetings with Stakeholders and Focus Group Discussion is an internal document
of the ClimACT project, delivered in the context of WP1 – Development of a thematic networking
in SUDOE – especially in Activity 1.2. The objective of WP1 is to develop a Thematic Network in
the SUDOE Region to promote the transition to a low carbon economy in schools across the
SUDOE region over the lifespan of the project and to build strong foundations for further
implementation of the project results after the end of the project. This report presents the
feedback from stakeholders, the main conclusions of the meetings and the interactions between
ClimACT team and stakeholders.
The deliverable includes the following sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Executive summary;
Introduction of the context of the whole project and the explanation of where this
deliverable fits in the project structure;
Guidelines to conduct the Stakeholders and Focus Group Sessions;
Overview of the Stakeholder meetings and Focus Groups delivered;
Annexes: Records of the most relevant sessions and seminars delivered in each
country.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The main objective of the ClimACT Project is to promote the transition to a Low Carbon Economy
(LCE) in the educational sector. The project gathers partners with complementary roles from all
SUDOE countries to coordinate sharing of good practice and the implementation of joint
solutions to common challenges affecting efficient energy management and the promotion of
sustainable practice in schools.
The Activity 1.2 in Work-Package 1 of the ClimACT project planned the organisation of 15
meetings (3 in each city) to gather the stakeholders in Lisbon, Seville, La Rochelle, Madrid and
Gibraltar.
This report represents the Deliverable 1.2.1, which includes the reports of the meetings with
stakeholders and focus groups organised by each partner.
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2 GUIDELINES TO CONDUCT FOCUS GROUP SESSIONS
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2.1 General Information
Clarification of concepts within Task 1.2:
 FOCUS GROUP SESSIONS:
o At least one Focus Group session in each city is required.
o The focus group must target a specific topic.
o The focus group will be limited to 8-12 attendees.
o The objective of the focus group will be to gather the feedback of the attendees,
and should serve to build on and improve the strategies and tools developed in
ClimACT.
o The initial idea of setting up the focus groups every 6 months (coinciding with
partners meetings) did not fit with the purpose of the focus group. Therefore,
the initial plan has been amended so that each city can host their focus group
session in due course in view of including the feedback gathered in the session
into ClimACT’s developments.
o The focus group session should be conducted in the local language, but the
meeting report/minute has to be presented in English.
 STAKEHOLDERS SESSIONS:
o Three sessions in each city along the project should be agended:
 1st session: general informative session about the project and its
objectives. Date: End 2016/Beginning 2017
 2nd session: a session to inform about the progress of the project. Date:
January 2018
 3rd session: a session to inform about the results and achievements of
the project. Date: May 2019
o The objective of the stakeholder session is to communicate the activities of the
project to a broad audience.
o Therefore, stakeholder sessions should be open to attendees of diverse
backgrounds: schools, environmental experts, general public, public
administrations, ESCOs, etc (even count with those attending the focus group
session).
o The stakeholder session should be conducted in the local language, but the
meeting report has to be presented in English.
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2.2 Focus group sessions – Guidelines and general
information
The focus groups were initially set in the proposal at a certain dates and places, but this does
not match the reality on the ground.
Hence, it was decided to change this approach and each partner was asked to provide their
preferred topic in order to host a Focus Group session together with a tentative date to conduct
the session.
Table 1 summarises the schedule (date and theme) of the selected focus group sessions by the
partners.
Table 1 - List of focus group sessions with themes and dates.

Partner
ABAE

CIEMAT

ISQ

USE
UNIGIB
URL / VLR
IST
EDIGREEN

Additional
focus group

Theme
Integrating education for sustainability in school
curricula
Focus Group Meeting #1
LCA in the context of educational centres
Focus Group Meeting #2
Business models and management strategies for
schools, in order to gain access to:
requirements and inputs for Activity 2.7
feedback on the features and functionalities that
the Resource Matching-Platform (Activity 1.5)
should provide
Focus Group Meeting #3
Energy Efficiency and Circular Economy in Schools
Education for Sustainable Development
Indoor air quality in schools (can be organised by ULR
and VLR)
Mobility
TBD
Workshop about indoor air quality (organized by
Associação Portuguesa de Engenharia do Ambiente in
partnership with ClimACT project)
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Date
20th January 2017 during
the Eco-Schools seminar
23rd February 2017

27th March 2017

To be Defined
To be Defined
To be Defined
To be Defined
To be Defined
26th June 2017

2.1.1 Methodology
The general approach of focus group implementation is summarised in the graph below:

PHASE

1. Selection of
topics

2. Content and
dynamic of
discussions

3. Programme for
Focus Groups

Action
points

Preferred topic by
each local partner

A small-group
(8 to 12 ppl)

Discussion guided by
a trained leader

4. Report of Focus
Group discussions

5. Revision/
feedback of Group
Dynamics

Set of questions, games to help introverts,
appropriate venue, recording facilities

Incentive for people to participate

Responsible

Each partner

Outline proposed by UniGib
+
Each partner reviews and gives feedback

Each partner produces a report of their focus groups
+
UniGib assembles all reports in form of E1.2.1

Figure 1 - General approach of focus group implementation.

2.1.2 Planning the focus group session
2.1.2.1 Defining de focus group


A focus group is a small group of people (8-12) led through an open discussion by a
skilled moderator/trained leader.



The focus group moderator nurtures disclosure in an open and spontaneous format.



The moderator’s goal is to generate a maximum number of different ideas and opinions
from as many different people in the time allotted.



The ideal amount of time to set aside for a focus group is 90 to 120 minutes. Beyond
that most groups are not productive and it becomes an imposition on participant time.



Focus groups are structured around a set of carefully predetermined questions – usually
no more than 10 – but the discussion is free-flowing.



Ideally, participant comments stimulate and influence the thinking and sharing of
others. Some people even find themselves changing their thoughts and opinions during
the group.



A homogeneous group of strangers comprise the focus group. Homogeneity levels the
playing field and reduces inhibitions among people who will probably never see each
other again.



It takes more than one focus group on any one topic to produce valid results – usually
three or four. However, there is no budget in ClimACT project for this, so an effort to
make the most out of one session should be done.
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2.1.2.2 Designing focus group questions


Twelve is the maximum number of questions for any group. Ten is better, and eight is
ideal.



Focus group participants won’t have a chance to see the questions they are being
asked. So, to make sure they understand and can fully respond to the questions posed
the questions should be:
o

Short and objective;

o

Non-threatening or embarrassing;

o

Open-ended or sentence completion types;

o

Worded in a way that they can’t be answered with a simple “yes” or “no” answer
(use “why” and “how” instead).



There are 3 types of focus group questions:
1. Engagement questions: introduce participants to and make them comfortable.
2. Exploration questions: get to the meat of the discussion.
3. Exit question: check to see if anything was missed in the discussion.
AN EXAMPLE
Questions for a Focus Group on Dental Flossing
Engagement questions:
1. What is your favourite toothpaste?
2. What do you notice when you look at other people’s teeth?
Exploration Questions:
3. Who in particular has influenced your dental habits?
4. What are the pros and cons of flossing your teeth?
5. When you floss, how do follow through? When you don’t, why not?
6. How do you feel when told about possible damage caused by not flossing?
7. How do you feel about yourself when you floss regularly? When you don’t?
Exit question:
8. Is there anything else you would like to say about why you do or do not floss your teeth
on a regular basis?

2.1.2.3 Recruiting and preparing for participants


Focus Groups participants can be recruited as follows:
o

Nomination – Key individuals nominate people they think would make good
participants. Nominees are familiar with the topic, known for their ability to
respectfully share their opinions, and willing to volunteer about 2 hours of their
time.

o

All members of the same group – Sometimes an already existing group serves
as an ideal pool from which to invite participants (e.g. a research group,
teachers association, parents of teen-age boys etc.).
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Homogeneity is key to maximising disclosure among focus group participants. Consider
the following:
o

Age – How intimidating would it be for a young person to be included in a group
of older adults? Or vice-versa?

o

Power – Would a teacher be likely to make candid remarks in a group where
his/her principal is also a participant?

o

Cliques – How influential might three cheerleaders be in a group of high school
peers?



Once a group of viable recruits has been established, confirm interest and availability.
Give them time and location of the focus group and secure confirmation. Tell them you
will email a written confirmation and call to remind those two days before the
scheduled group.



Decide about incentives (if need be). E.g. coupons, gift vouchers, raffle tickets, publicity
through ClimACT network, in ClimACT webpage, etc.



Tell participants that the focus group will take about one and half to two hours. Give
them a starting time that is 15 minutes prior to the actual start of the focus group to
allow for filling out necessary paperwork, having a bite to eat, and settling in to the
group.



Arrange for a comfortable room in a convenient location. The room should have a door
for privacy and table and chairs to seat a circle of up to 12 people (including the
moderator and assistant moderator). Offer a beverage and light snack (cookies,
cheese/crackers, veggie tray, etc.).

2.1.2.4 Conducting the focus group









The focus group is conducted by a moderator and assistant moderator. The moderator
facilitates the discussion; the assistant takes notes and records the session (if
applicable).
The ideal focus group moderator has the following traits:
o Is able to listen and think at the same time;
o

Has adequate knowledge of the topic;

o

Can keep personal views out of the facilitation;

o

Is someone the group can relate to but also give authority to;

o

Can appropriately manage challenging group dynamics.

Both moderator and assistant moderator are expected to welcome participants, offer
them food, help them make their name tents, and direct them in completing pre-group
paperwork.
Name tents should identify participants with a number for anonymous identification of
individuals as they make comments.
Suggestion: All participants should complete a consent form.
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AN EXAMPLE
Consent to Participate in Focus Group
You have been asked to participate in a focus group sponsored by …………... The purpose
of the group is to ……………. The information learned in the focus group will be used
to …………...
There are no right or wrong answers to the focus group questions. We want to hear many
different viewpoints and would like to hear from everyone. We hope you can be honest even
when your responses may not be in agreement with the rest of the group. In respect for each
other, we ask that only one individual speak at a time in the group and that responses made
by all participants be kept confidential.
I understand this information and agree to participate fully under the conditions stated above:
Signed:____________________________________________
Date:___________________






It may be important to collect demographic information from participants (e.g.
nationality, age, gender and job). If so, short half page questions can be delivered with
the informed consent.
Once consent forms and demographic surveys are collected and reviewed for
completeness, the questioning begins.
The moderator uses a prepared script to welcome participants, remind them of the
purpose of the group and also sets ground rules.
EXAMPLE
FOCUS GROUP INTRODUCTION
WELCOME
Thanks for agreeing to be part of the focus group. We appreciate your willingness to
participate.
INTRODUCTIONS
Moderator; assistant moderator
PURPOSE OF FOCUS GROUP
We have been asked by _________________to conduct the focus groups.
The reason we are having these focus groups is to find out_______________.
We need your input and want you to share your honest and open thoughts with us.
GROUND RULES
1. WE WANT YOU TO DO THE TALKING.
We would like everyone to participate.
I may call on you if I haven't heard from you in a while.
2. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS
Every person's experiences and opinions are important.
Speak up whether you agree or disagree.
We want to hear a wide range of opinions.
3. WHAT IS SAID IN THIS ROOM WILL FROM PART OF A REPORT
We want folks to feel comfortable sharing when sensitive issues come up.
We want to capture everything you have to say.
Opinions will be reflected in a report and may remain anonymous if you wish so.
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2.1.2.5 The role of the moderator


Before asking the first focus group question, an icebreaker can be inserted to increase
comfort and level the playing field. Example: “If you had a limitless budget, where would
you go on holiday?”,games to help introverts.



The focus group moderator has a responsibility to adequately cover all prepared
questions within the time allotted. S/he also has a responsibility to get all participants
to talk and fully explain their answers. Some helpful probes include:



o

“Can you talk more about that?”

o

“Help me understand what you mean”

o

“Can you give an example?”

It is good moderator practice to paraphrase and summarise long, complex or
ambiguous comments. It demonstrates active listening and clarifies the comment for
everyone in the group.



Because the moderator holds a position of authority and perceived influence, s/he must
remain neutral, refraining from nodding/raising eyebrows, agreeing/disagreeing, or
praising/denigrating any comment made.



A moderator must tactfully deal with challenging participants. Here are some
strategies:
o

Self-appointed experts: “Thank you. What do other people think?”

o

The dominator: “Let’s have some other comments.”

o

The rambler: Stop eye contact; look at your watch; jump in at their inhale.

o

The shy participant: Make eye contact; call on them; smile at them.

o

The participant who talks very quietly: Ask them to repeat their response more
loudly.



When the focus group is complete the moderator thanks all participants and distributes
the incentive (if need be).



Immediately after all participants leave, the moderator and assistant moderator
debrief and label all notes with the date, time and name of the group.



A well-prepared and experienced moderator is the key to the success of the focus
group.

2.1.2.6 Post Focus Group activity – analisying the data


In order for all participant comments to be understandable and useful, they must be
boiled down to essential information, stripping off nonessential material.



Assign each participant comment/quote a separate line on the transcript as well as
each new thought or idea therein. Label each line with the participant number.



Write a short paragraph summarising findings possibly noting similarities and
differences across responses. Once focus group findings are organized in the synthesised
format they are ready for presentation.
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The report of each focus group require a formal narrative format that includes an
executive summary, background section, methods used, major findings, conclusions,
and recommendations.

2.1.2.7 Schedule – Action points
WHAT

WHO

Guideline for focus group session

UniGib

Defining the Focus Group
Confirm the topic, profile of attendees
and dates
Designing Focus Group Questions
Engagement questions
Exploration questions
Exit question
Recruiting and Preparing for Participants
Agenda of the focus group session
Contacting and recruitment of
participants
Identification of the moderator or
assistant moderator1

Template for Reporting

1

November 2016

Each local
partner

December 2016

Each local
partner

UniGib

Reporting of Each Session, analysing the data

October 2016

Each local
partner

Each local
partner

Conducting the Focus Group

WHEN

Each local
partner

At least 8 weeks before
the set date
The
practical
organisation of a focus
group requires a lot of
time.
At the date set by each
local partner
December 2016
10 working days after
having conducted the
Focus Group

If no expertise is available in house, it may be necessary to recruit external consultant to conduct the moderation
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3 GUIDELINES TO CONDUCT STAKEHOLDERS MEETINGS
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3.1 Guidelines and General Information
The objective of the stakeholder sessions is to communicate the activities of the project to a
broad and varied audience. Therefore, stakeholder sessions should be open and consider
attendees of diverse backgrounds. The audience can include the same participants of the focus
plus public administrations, schools, ESCOs, teachers, students, local media, environmental
experts, general public/citizens, representatives of the programme, etc.
Three sessions will be performed in each city along the project:
 1st session: General informative session about the project and its objectives. Date: End
2016/Beginning 2017.
 2nd session: A session to inform about the progress of the project. Date: January 2018.
 3rd session: A session to inform about the results and achievements of the project. Date:
May 2019.
Each session should not take more than 90 minutes. The stakeholder session should be
conducted in the local language, but the meeting report has to be presented in English.

3.2 Schedule – Action points
WHAT

WHO

WHEN

UniGib

Nov 2016

Each local partner

Dec 2016 / Feb
2017

Template for Reporting

UniGib

Dec 2016

Reporting of 1st session

Each local partner

Mar / Apr 2017

UniGib

Dec 2017

Carry out 2nd Stakeholder session

Each local partner

Jan 2018

Reporting of 2nd session

Each local partner

Feb 2018

UniGib

Mar 2019

Carry out 2nd Stakeholder session

Each local partner

May 2019

Reporting of 2nd session

Each local partner

Jun 2019

st

Draft Agenda of 1 stakeholder session
Carry out 1st stakeholder session

Draft Agenda of 2nd stakeholder session

Draft Agenda of 3rd stakeholder session
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4

OVERVIEW OF THE STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS AND FOCUS
GROUPS DELIVERED TO DATE
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4.1 Summary table
4.1.1 Meetings with stakeholders

Leading
partner

Stakeholders meetings

- 7 September 2016 – Meeting members
External Advisory Board
-14 November 2016 - Stakeholders meeting:
ClimACT presentation for the elected
representative of the municipality of La
Rochelle

IST

No. Editions/events

1

All

No. Participants

34

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

20

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

25

No. Editions/events

3

No. Participants

10

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

2

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

9

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

47

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

7

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

3

ULR
VLR

- 21 November 2016- Stakeholder Session 1 in
Seville, Spain
- 19 August, 13 December 2016 and 15
February 2017 – Meetings to present the
project to the Dept. of Education of HM
Government of Gibraltar

Total
41
No. Editions/events
Total
1726
No. Participants

USE

UniGib

- 12 de Agosto de 2016- Meeting to present
the project to the Dept. of the Environment of
HM Government of Gibraltar

UniGib

- 13 March 2017 - stakeholders meeting :
presentation of the results of the behaviour
questionnaire to the LCC of IUT and discussion
about the action plan

ULR

- 29 May de 2017 - Stakeholders meeting in
Portugal with Moebius

ISQ
IST

- 17 July 2017 - stakeholder meeting :
presentation of ClimACT update to the team of
municipal building managers
- 27 July 2017 Meeting with Educational
Authority. Mar Jiménez.

VLR

Ciemat
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Leading
partner

Stakeholders meetings
- 12 October 2017 (IUT) and 21 December
2017 (Dautet high school) - stakeholders
meetings: presentation of the results of indoor
air quality measurements to the LCC

ULR

- 9 November 2017 -Information Day Interreg
SUDOE, Cadiz, Spain

USE

- 17 November 2017 - Stakeholders meeting in
"Regional Training Course on Advanced
Methods in Positive Matrix Factorisation
(PMF) and Potential Source Contribution
Functions (PSCF)"
- 13 December 2017 - “Energy efficiency as a
tool for sustainable development”
Stakeholders meeting in Portugal with
Stepping and EduFootprint

Total
41
No. Editions/events
Total
1726
No. Participants
No. Editions/events

2

No. Participants

17

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

35

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

27

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

70

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

24

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

7

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

7

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

13

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

30

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

7

IST

IST

- 19 December 2017- Stakeholder Session 2 in
Seville, Spain

USE

- 6 December 2017 - Meeting with reps from
the Dept. Education and Dept. Environment
(Core Committee)

UniGib

- 17 January 2018 - Meeting with reps from
the Dept. Education and Dept. Environment
(Core Committee)

UniGib

- 31 January 2018 - Meeting with local NGOs
to present the project

UniGib

- 12 February 2018- ToF-ACSM Training School
and Training School on source distribution of
organic aerosol
- 21 February 2018 - Meeting with reps from
the Dept. Education and Dept. Environment
(Core Committee)

IST

UniGib
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Leading
partner

Stakeholders meetings

- 25 April 2018 - Meeting with reps from the
Dept. Education and Dept. Environment (Core
Committee)

UniGib

- 17 May 2018 - Meeting with reps from the
Dept. Education and Dept. Environment (Core
Committee)

UniGib

- 23 May 2018 - 107th Anniversary of Instituto
Superior Técnico "Developing Pathways for a
low carbon economy in schools"
- 29 May 2018 - Meeting with reps from the
Dept. Education and Dept. Environment (Core
Committee)

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

8

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

8

No. Editions/events

1

IST
No. Participants

100

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

5

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

50

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

50

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

58

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

13

No. Editions/events

1

UniGib

- 5 June 2018 - Seminar Loures InSS 2018 –
Innovation, Society and Sustainability, coorganized by Loures Municipality and IST,
Bobadela. Presentation “Building low carbon
cities - ClimACT project”.

IST

- 6 June 2018 - 15 Years of the Interreg Sudoe
programme, Committee of the Regions.
Brussels, Belgium

IST
UniGib

- 19 June 2018 - Stakeholders meeting in
Sinfonia project meeting, La Rochelle

Total
41
No. Editions/events
Total
1726
No. Participants

ULR

- 20 June 2018 - Meeting with local NGOs to
present the project

UniGib

- 29 August 2018 '- E5T: Seminar about energy
transition in La Rochelle. Presentation of the
ClimACT project by an elected representative
of the community

VLR

- 10 October 2018 "Interreg Talks: 6 projects, 1
slam", organised by the Interact Programme,
at the European Week of Cities and Regions
2018, Brussels, Belgium.

IST
Unigib,
VLR,
Ciemat,
ULR
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No. Participants
No. Editions/events
No. Participants

100
1
250

Stakeholders meetings

Leading
partner

- 8-10 October 2018, "Regiostars Awards
2018", Representation of the ClimACT project
as finalist in the European Cities and Regions
Week 2018, Brussels, Belgium.

IST
Unigib,
VLR,
Ciemat,
ULR

- 7 November 2018 - Meeting with reps from
the Dept. Education and Dept. Environment
(Core Committee)

Total
41
No. Editions/events
Total
1726
No. Participants
No. Editions/events
No. Participants

1
400

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

9

No. Editions/events

1

UniGib

- 10 November 2018 – Foundation of
education for sustainable development Seminar of environmental education

VLR
No. Participants

- 15 November 2018 Gibraltar ESF and ERDF
Monitoring Committee Meeting, presentation
of the ClimACT project

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

30

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

30

No. Editions/events

1

UniGib

- 20 December 2018- Stakeholder Session 3 in
Seville. Spain

USE

- Years 2017 and 2018: European energy
Award. Municipal project to decrease carbon
footprint.

VLR
No. Participants

- 6 February 2019 - Meeting with reps from
the Dept Education and Dept Environment
(Core Committee)

UniGib

- 7 March 2019 UK Delegation for EU
Structural Funds, presentation of ClimACT
project

UniGib

- 16 April 2019 - Meeting with CSIC-RJB

100

100

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

8

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

8

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

5

CIEMAT
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4.1.2 Focus group meetings
Total
Leading No. Editions/events
partner
Total
No. Participants

Focus Group discussions

- 20 January 2017 – Integration of education
for sustainable development in schools
curricula

7
154

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

14

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

11

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

8

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

37

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

24

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

45

No. Editions/events

1

No. Participants

15

ABAE

- 23 February 2017 – Life cycle analysis as a tool
to increase sustainability of schools
environmental performance

Ciemat

- 27 March 2017 – Business models and
management strategies for schools

ISQ

- 26 June 2017 – Workshop. Indoor Air Quality,
co-delivered by APEA – Portuguese Association
of Environmental Engineering

IST

- 19 December 2017- Focus group: “Energy
Efficiency and Circular Economy in Schools” in
Seville, Spain

USE

- 8 February 2018 - Workshop on Indoor Air
Quality in schools

ULR
VLR

- 3 November 2018, Seminar “Culture and
Knowledge Cycle” organised by Ponte de Sôr
city council. Topic “The role of schools to tackle
climate change: the ClimACT project”.
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IST

5

Annexes
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For the purpose of this deliverable, details of selected sessions and seminars delivered in each
country are included hereinafter.
Complete records of all the sessions, as per the tables included in Sections 4 of this deliverable,
are at the disposal of the managing authority upon request.
The selected collections of Stakeholder and Focus Group meeting records have been grouped
per country, listed in alphabetical order, as follows:


Annex 1: France;



Annex 2: Gibraltar;



Annex 3: Portugal;



Annex 4: Spain.
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Annex 1: France

France: Presentation of the ClimACT project in France
Presentation of the ClimACT project to Pilot-Schools in France
With the purpose to present the ClimACT project, several small meetings were carried out by
the ULR team. In Table 12 is presented the name of each pilot school, the date, duration and
venue of each meeting and also the participants.
Table 1 - Information about meeting between CIEMAT and pilot-schools in Madrid

Pilot-School
IUT of La
Rochelle

Date
21/11/2016

Duration
1h30

Venue
IUT of La
Rochelle

Participants
Head of IUT - Patrice Joubert
ULR - Patrice Blondeau and Jérôme Le
Dréau
Head of Lycée de Rompsay - Sébastien
Frimont
Bursar of Lycée de Rompsay - Laurent
Rivière
ULR - Patrice Blondeau
Head of Lycée Dautet - Patrick Ance
Elected representative of the municipality
of La Rochelle - Gérard Gouron
ULR - Patrice Blondeau
VLR - Hélène Rouquette

1h30

Lycée Rompsay,
La Rochelle

Lycée Dautet 02/12/2016

2h

Lycée Dautet, La
Rochelle

Ecole
Descartes

15/12/2016

30 min

Ecole Descartes,
La Rochelle

Head of Ecole Descartes - Hélène André
VLR - Hélène Rouquette

Ecole Jean
Bart

16/12/2016

1h

Ecole Jean Bart,
La Rochelle

Head of Ecole Jean Bart - Astrid Giraud
VLR - Hélène Rouquette

Lycée
Rompsay

30/11/2016

Presentation of the ClimACT project to Pilot Schools and other
stakeholders in La Rochelle – first meeting
ULR organized a meeting with the representatives of the pilot schools of La Rochelle to present
the ClimACT project. This meeting took place on November 14, 2016 in Ecole Bathélémy Profit,
in La Rochelle. This meeting was attended by 12 persons who held an open discussion on the
ClimACT project, the role of the partners and the pilot schools throughout the project's time
frame (Table 13 and Figure 22).
Patrice from ULR made a brief presentation about the ClimACT project to all participants. The
presentation is shown in Annex 6.4.

Table 2 - List of participants in La Rochelle’ Meeting

Full Name
Emmanuel Martet
Dominique Siquès
Patrice Joubert
Christine Labrouche
Jean-Marc Danlos
Karine Maisant
Daniele Jousselin
Sylvie Gatineau
Béatrice Cormerais
Guillaume Vivion
Patrice Blondeau
Hélène Rouquette

Affiliation
Ecole Grandes Varennes
Lycée Dautet
IUT La Rochelle
École Bongraine
École Barthélémy Profit
École Laleu
Building and Energy Department of Municipality of
La Rochelle
School Department of Municipality of La Rochelle
Health and Hygiene Department of Municipality of
La Rochelle
Health and Hygiene Department of Municipality of
La Rochelle
ULR
VLR

Figure 3 - Attendance List assigned (La Rochelle first meeting)

AOB during the first meeting in La Rochelle
During the session, pictures were taken in all different moments of the event, from the
registration of attendees, the session explanation, the official delivery of poster of each centre
and some others of groups of attendees.

Pictures of the Session

Figure 4 - Explanation of the ClimACT project

Presentation on the Stakeholder’ Meeting in La Rochelle: first meeting

REPORT OF FOCUS GROUP SESSION
Minutes: 8th February 2018
Venue: Institute of Technology, La Rochelle

1. Executive summary
The theme of the focus group meeting that was held on the 8th of February, 2018, from 4:30 pm to
7:00 pm, was Indoor Environment Quality in Schools. The meeting, organized by ULR and VLR, was
held at the Institute of Technology (IUT), which is one of the nine French pilot schools. Forty-four
persons representing a very large variety of stakeholders attended the event. The focus group meeting
was organised as a joint stakeholder meeting where three projects dealing with indoor environment
measurements in schools (including ClimACT) were presented. That way, the attendees could get
useful information about the main issues and obstacles to overcome before interesting discussions
started.
2. Background (rationale of the session, incl. THEME)
The theme of the focus group meeting was “Indoor Environment Quality in Schools”. The aim was to
promote discussions on the means and the brakes to the improvement of the air quality in educational
buildings, as a way to define possible actions to undertake in the ClimACT pilot schools, or other
schools.
3. Attendees
See signature sheets
4. Agenda of the session
4:15
4:30
4:40
5:10
5:40
6:10
6:30

Late registrations and welcome of attendees
Opening – Presentation of the ClimACT project
Overview of indoor air quality in the 35 pilot schools of the Climact project - P. Blondeau, LasIE
/ Université de La Rochelle
Initiatives to provide healthy indoor air in La Rochelle nursery and primary schools - B.
Cormerais, Direction Santé Publique et Accessibilité de la Ville de La Rochelle
Indoor environment quality in schools, an integrated approach: indoor air quality, noise and
electromagnetic fields - C. Mandin, Observatoire de la Qualité de l’Air Intérieur
Open discussion
Conclusion and cocktail party
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5. Methods used
The focus group meeting was organised as a workshop. Experts first presented the main findings of
three projects, including the indoor air quality measurements that were carried out in the ClimACT
pilot schools. The objective was to provide an overview of typical indoor environment issues, and to
highlight the specificities of schools compared to other kinds of indoor environments. Then discussions
were guided to make the attendees react about the results presented, share their experiences, collect
the feedback from stakeholders and raise ideas about possible actions to undertake in ClimACT
schools and others.
6. Minutes of the session
i.

Welcome and opening

Céline Berthier (City of La Rochelle) chaired the meeting. As an opening, she made a brief
presentation of the ClimACT projet, as well as the agenda and the objectives of the meeting.
i.

Overview of the discussion

Each of the three presentations by the experts lasted 20 minutes. Questions and discussions
between attendees about the points addressed in the presentations followed. Then, more
general discussions have taken place. They were most of time initiated by stakeholders who
shared their personal experience. One very interesting point is that the debate slowly turn to
discussions between attendees sharing similar or different point of views, rather than questions
to the experts and ClimACT partners.
ii.

Major findings or points addressed

When discussing the TVOC concentration peaks during the occupancy periods of the classrooms,
someone suggested that for high schools and universities, a significant part of the emissions to
the indoor air might originate from second-hand tobacco smoke, i.e. VOCs that adsorb on clothes
and hair when students are smoking, and then desorb from surfaces when the students are in
the classrooms. This is a likely assumption, indeed.
Some teachers noted that they would be willing to open the windows more often during classes,
but it is practically impossible for technical reasons (many windows cannot open).
Questions aroused about the periods when windows should preferentially be opened, i.e.
occupancy periods or breaks. Experiments conducted by the City of La Rochelle in the frame of
the Impactair project showed that window openings have a big but short-term impact on CO2
concentrations. Therefore, based on CO2 and energy, it is more efficient to open windows more
often but for short times.
Many teachers and technical managers showed great interest in having Class’Air CO2 sensors in
their schools. ULR and VLR provided information about the cost and the way they are working.
Among the possible solutions to control indoor air quality, somebody asked the question of the
relevance of installing air-cleaning materials in schools. P. Blondeau answered that these
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materials divide into two categories and only sportive materials should be considered. Moreover,
materials tested according to standards shall be preferred as a way to be able to assess the
possible improvement of IAQ. The crux of the matter is nevertheless the lifetime of these
materials, in terms of adsorption capacity. The lifetime included on the commercial
documentations are determined based on theoretical considerations. They have not been
verified so far. Finally, the cost is also significantly higher.
Many people keep thinking that indoor quality directly relates to the outdoor air pollution, which
is obviously wrong. C. Mandin answered a question about the impact of traffic and oil regulations
on indoor quality by saying that lead is no longer detected in the indoor air, indoor benzene
concentrations are lower than they were some time ago, but nitrogen dioxide is still an indoor
quality issue. An attendee who had recently worked in the suburbs of Paris noted that benzene
concentrations that he measured in some schools there were pretty higher than those measured
in the ClimACT pilot schools.
C. Mandin’s presentation of measurements of electromagnetic fields in schools called for many
questions, although any value exceeded the guidelines in the French schools investigated. C.
Mandin and B. Cormerais indicated the procedure to apply for a free diagnosis in a building. They
underlined that the results of all the measurements made by the accredited agency are open to
the public on the web. An attendee also highlighted that the question of electromagnetic field
might be a more serious issue in secondary and university schools than in primary schools due to
the large majority of students having a cellular phone.
Attendees asked for information about the mandatory measurements of indoor air quality in
schools, which will extend to secondary schools by 2020.

iii.

Conclusions

The event has been a success considering the number and variety of attendees. Any idea that
could trigger actions by the ClimACT partners aroused, but the presentations and discussions
were the opportunity to raise awareness on indoor air quality on the one hand, and to insist on
the fact that the challenge is not only to decrease energy consumption and CO2 emissions, but to
conciliate energy savings, indoor air quality and comfort. The focus group meeting also allowed
understanding and facing the practical constraints of all kinds of stakeholders represented.

iv.

AOB

One student from Dautet high school, Miss Maroussia Rayner, attended the meeting. She
contacted P. Blondeau few days later to ask for a CO2 sensor as she decided to present indoor air
pollution as the topic of her free presentation to the jury for the Baccalaureat.
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REPORT OF STAKEHOLDER SESSION
Minutes: 8th February 2018
Venue: Institute of Technology, 15 Rue François de Vaux de Foletier, 17000 La Rochelle

Attendees (in alphabetical order)
See signature sheets below
Agenda of the session
4:30
4:40
5:10
5:40
6:10
6:30

Opening – Presentation of the ClimACT project
Overview of indoor air quality in the 35 pilot schools of the Climact project - P. Blondeau, LasIE
/ Université de La Rochelle
Initiatives to provide healthy indoor air in La Rochelle nursery and primary schools - B.
Cormerais, Direction Santé Publique et Accessibilité de la Ville de La Rochelle
Indoor environment quality in schools, an integrated approach: indoor air quality, noise and
electromagnetic fields - C. Mandin, Observatoire de la Qualité de l’Air Intérieur
Open discussion
Conclusion and cocktail party

Minutes of the session
The theme of the stakeholder meeting was Indoor Environment Quality in Schools. ULR and VLR
organized the meeting at the Institute of Technology (IUT), which is one of the nine French pilot
schools. Forty-four persons representing a very large variety of stakeholders attended the event:
teachers, researchers, students, elected representatives, technical managers, person in charge of
hygiene and safety in schools, HVAC engineers, environmental engineers, etc. The stakeholder
meeting was organised as a joint stakeholder and focus group meeting as a way to present results and
to promote ideas of actions to take in schools as a way to improve comfort and indoor air quality.
The first objective of the stakeholder meeting was to present the results of the IAQ and ventilation
measurements that were carried out in the ClimACT pilot schools, with a focus on French schools
(Patrice Blondeau’s speech). However, the meeting was also an opportunity to broaden the discussion
by presenting two related projects. First of them was actions taken by the city of La Rochelle to
improve IAQ in primary and nursery schools (Béatrice Cormerais’ presentation). The second one dealt
with measurements of IAQ, noise and electromagnetic fields in the frame of a national survey of
indoor environment quality in schools (speech given by the invited speaker Corinne Mandin, from
CSTB). Each of the three presentations lasted for 20 minutes. Ten minutes sessions of questions and
discussions followed before a general discussion on possible actions took place (focus group meeting).
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1. Welcome and opening
Céline Berthier (City of La Rochelle) chaired the meeting. As an opening, she made a brief
presentation of the ClimACT project, agenda and objectives of the meeting.
2. Overview of the discussion
The following points were addressed at the end of the speeches:
When discussing TVOC concentration peaks during the occupancy periods of the classrooms,
someone suggested that a significant part of the emissions to the indoor air might originate from
second-hand tobacco smoke in high schools and universities (i.e. VOCs that adsorb on clothes and hair
when students are smoking, and then desorb from surfaces when the students are in the classrooms).
This is a likely assumption, indeed.
Some teachers noted that they would be willing to open the windows more often during classes, but
it is practically impossible for technical reasons (many windows cannot open).
Questions aroused about the periods when windows should preferentially be opened, i.e. occupancy
periods or breaks. Experiments conducted by the City of La Rochelle in the frame of the Impactair
project showed that window openings have a big but short-term impact on CO2 concentrations.
Therefore, based on CO2 and energy, it is more efficient to open windows more often but for short
times.
Many teachers and technical managers showed great interest in having Class’Air CO2 sensors in their
schools. ULR and VLR provided information about the cost and the way they are working.
Among the possible solutions to control indoor air quality, somebody asked the question of the
relevance of installing air-cleaning materials in schools. P. Blondeau answered that these materials
divide into two categories and only sportive materials should be considered. Moreover, materials
tested according to standards shall be preferred as a way to be able to assess the possible
improvement of IAQ. The crux of the matter is nevertheless the lifetime of these materials, in terms
of adsorption capacity. The lifetime included on the commercial documentations are determined
based on theoretical considerations. They have not been verified so far. Finally, the cost is also
significantly higher.
Many people keep thinking that indoor quality directly relates to the outdoor air pollution, which is
obviously wrong. C. Mandin answered a question about the impact of traffic and oil regulations on
indoor quality by saying that lead is no longer detected in the indoor air, indoor benzene
concentrations are lower than they were some time ago, but nitrogen dioxide is still an indoor quality
issue. An attendee who had recently worked in the suburbs of Paris noted that benzene
concentrations that he measured in some schools there were pretty higher than those measured in
the ClimACT pilot schools.
C. Mandin’s presentation of measurements of electromagnetic fields in schools called for many
questions, although any value exceeded the guidelines in the French schools investigated. C. Mandin
and B. Cormerais indicated the procedure to apply for a free diagnosis in a building. They also
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underlined that the results of all the measurements made by the accredited agency are open to the
public on the web. An attendee also highlighted that the question of electromagnetic field might be a
more serious issue in secondary and university schools than in primary schools due to the large
majority of students having a cellular phone.
Attendees asked for information about the mandatory measurements of indoor air quality in schools,
which will extend to secondary schools by 2020.

3. Conclusions
The event has been a success considering the number and variety of attendees. The presentations and
discussions were the opportunity to present the results of IAQ measurements as a whole (stakeholder
/ LCC meetings had previously taken place at IUT and Dautet high school to present specific results).
They also contributed to raise awareness on indoor air quality on the one hand, and to insist on the
fact that the challenge is not only to decrease energy consumption and CO2 emissions, but to conciliate
energy savings, indoor air quality and comfort. The focus group meeting that followed also allowed
understanding and facing the practical constraints of all kinds of stakeholders represented.

4. AOB
One student from Dautet high school, Miss Maroussia Rayner, attended the meeting. She contacted
P. Blondeau few days later to ask for a CO2 sensor as she decided to present indoor air pollution as the
topic of her free presentation to the jury for the Baccalaureat.
Action Points
Two schools (IUT and Dautet) asked to conduct experiments consisting in installing ClassAir CO2
sensors in classrooms as a way to encourage window openings and reduce air stuffiness. ULR
purchased four of these sensors. It will provide the schools with them.
The measurements revealed high air stuffiness in building N of high school Dautet. A mechanical
ventilation system will be installed next summer.
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Annex 2: Gibraltar

Gibraltar: Presentation of the ClimACT project
Presentation of the ClimACT project to Department of Education
in Gibraltar
UniGib organized two meetings with the representatives of the Department of Education of
Gibraltar to present the ClimACT project. The first one took place at 11 o’clock on 19th August
2016 in Department of Education, Gibraltar. The second meeting took place at 10 o’clock on
December 13rd, 2016 in Department of Education, in Gibraltar. Both meetings were attended by
3 and 4 persons, respectively, who held an open discussion on the ClimACT project, the role of
the partners and the pilot schools throughout the project's time frame (Table 12 and Table 13).
Table 3 - List of participants in 1st UniGib Meeting with Dept. of Education

Full Name
Joey Britto
Darren Grech
Darren Fa

Affiliation
Director of Education
Deputy Director
UniGib

Table 4 - List of participants in 2nd UniGib Meeting with Dept. of Education

Full Name
Darren Grech
Darren Fa
Krystle Robba
Amaia Fernandez

Affiliation
Director of Education
UniGib
UniGib
UniGib

At that time, no pictures were taken neither list of attendance signed.

Presentation of the ClimACT project to Department of
Environment in Gibraltar
UniGib organized a meeting with the representatives of the Department of Environment of
Gibraltar to present the ClimACT project. This meeting took place at 10 o’clock on August 12th,
2016 in Department of Environment, in Gibraltar. This meeting was attended by 2 persons who
held an open discussion on the ClimACT project, the role of the partners and the pilot schools
throughout the project's time frame (Table 14).
Table 5 - List of participants in Gibraltar' Meeting

Full Name
Catherine Walsh
Amaia Fernandez

Affiliation
Department of Environment
UniGib

At that time no pictures were taken neither List of Attendance signed.

Presentation of the ClimACT project to St. Bernard’s First School
UniGib organized one meeting with the representatives of the teachers from St. Bernard’s First
School. This meeting took place at 13h15 on March 1st, 2017 in School’s facilities, Gibraltar. This
meeting was attended by 5 persons (Table 15 and Figure 39).
Table 6 - List of participants in St. Bernard’s First School

Full Name
Amaia Fernandez (AF)
Catherine Walsh (CW)
Denise Chiappe (DC)
Desiree Holmes (DH)
George Parody (GP)
Nati Maclaren (NM)

Affiliation
University of Gibraltar
HM GoG Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Climate Change (DECC)
St. Bernard’s First School, Head Teacher
St. Bernard’s First School
University of Gibraltar
HM GoG Department of Education (DoE)

Figure 5 - Attendance List assigned of St. Bernard’s First School

Minute of the meeting in St. Bernard’s First School
1. Welcome and opening
 Reception of Denise Chiappe at the entrance of the school;
 Official introduction amongst attendees;
 Handing over the ClimACT presentation.
2. Overview of the discussion

 The discussion was opened by GP but in which the rest of the participants had the
freedom of step into the presentation as it went along.
 AF explained the framework of this project, the wider international partnership and
European funding programme.
 The discussion continued with an overall overview the project, general objectives and
educational approach.
 The general structure proposed for the interaction with schools was presented (roles
involved in decision, coordination and implementation levels).
 Questionnaire (online and written) and the aim of the environmental audits was
discussed. A paper copy of the Under 10-s questionnaire was handed to school
members.
 Educational resources were presented and discussed: E-learning materials for teachers
and gamification approaches proposed.
 St. Bernard’s First school is a new building but is already experiencing some
management issues that affect the environmental performance of the school, e.g.:
o Push-taps run water for too long after cleaning hands;
o Kids don’t know how to use hand dryers are those are on for far too long;
o Auto-on sensor system of lights is too sensitive and lights are on even when they
are not needed (e.g. very sunny day, at night);
o Light bulbs are very energy-efficient but also very costly to repair (£500 per
unit), plus there is lack of expertise locally to replace them;
o Fire-panels featuring too sensitive sensors triggering alarm too frequently,
resulting in a very faulty and inefficient system;
o Glass panelling design of the building creates an unpleasant greenhouse effect,
and windows cannot be opened completely to prevent overheating of the
indoor environment;
o The air circulating system is not fully functional and conventional air
conditioning systems had to be installed in top floor;
 The possibility of including year 2 students (42 kids) was discussed, likely to be extended
to other school years.
 A proposal of an action plan was discussed and agreed amongst those present in the
meeting.
o Environmental audits and questionnaire to be done before summer;
o Definition of a small working group within the school;
o Designation of one contact person within the school to channel
communications.
3. Conclusions
 There was an agreement on:
o
o
o
o

Overall approach of the ClimACT initiative;
Discussing initiative in the next school staff meeting;
Determine the level of engagement of the school (nº of school years, etc.);
Nominating a contact person.

AOB during the meeting with St. Bernard’s First School
During the session, two pictures were taken and they are presented below.
No other business was brought to the attention of the attendees.
AF thanked the school members for attending the meeting and the session was closed.
Picture of the Session

Figure 6 - Participants on the meeting with St. Bernard’s First School (I)

Figure 7 - Participants on the meeting with St. Bernard’s First School (II)

Presentation of the ClimACT project to St. Bernard’s Middle
School
UniGib organized one meeting with the representatives of the teachers from St. Bernard’s
Middle School. This meeting took place at 2:15 pm on March 1st, 2017 in School’s facilities, in
Gibraltar. This meeting was attended by 5 persons (Table 15 and Figure 39).
Table 7 - List of participants in St. Bernard’s Middle School

Full Name
Amaia Fernandez (MF)
Catherine Walsh (CW)
George Parody (GP))
Kenneth Saez (KS)
Nati Maclaren (NM)

Affiliation
University of Gibraltar
HM GoG Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Climate Change (DECC)
University of Gibraltar
St. Bernard’s Middle School, Head Teacher
HM GoG Department of Education (DoE)

Figure 8 - Attendance List assigned of St. Bernard’s Middle School

Minute of the meeting in St. Bernard’s Middle School
1. Welcome and opening
 Reception of Kenneth Saez at the entrance of the school.
 Official introduction amongst attendees.
 Handing over the ClimACT presentation.
2. Overview of the discussion
 The discussion was opened by GP.

 KS welcomed the environmental assessment because even though St. Bernard’s Middle
school is a new building it is already experiencing some management issues that affect
the environmental performance of the school, e.g.:
o Under floor heating and cooling system is not the most appropriate for Gibraltar
climate;
o Automatic roof that opens as a cooling system does not function properly;
o The green roof serves as food for seagulls, so it defeats its purpose
o Seagulls eat the silicone of window joints so the water runs through and comes
in the building when it rains;
o Pigeons are also a big problem because of nesting and defecations, which are a
health risk;
o Push water-taps and hand blowers don’t proof to be efficient as they run water
and blow air for far too long;
o On the positive side, the school is equipped with latest IT technology and
features smartboards and touchscreens in classrooms.
 GP explained the framework of this project, the wider international partnership and
European funding programme.
 The general structure proposed for the interaction with schools was presented (roles
involved in decision, coordination and implementation levels).
 Questionnaire (online and written) and the aim of the environmental audits was
discussed.
 A proposal of an action plan was discussed and agreed amongst those present in the
meeting:
o Environmental audits and questionnaire to be done before summer;
o

Designation of one contact person within the school to channel
communications and take ClimACT activities forward.

3. Conclusions
 There was an agreement on:
o

Discussing ClimACT initiative in the next school staff meeting;

o

Rolling out the questionnaire in IT lessons;

o

Support the environmental assessment process;

o

Designate a Low Carbon Coordinator.

 Time constrains may prevent further commitment of school staff.

AOB during the meeting with St. Bernard’s Middle School
During the session, two pictures were taken and they are presented below.
No other business was brought to the attention of the attendees.
AF thanked the school members for attending the meeting and the session was closed.

Picture of the Session

Figure 9 - Participants on the meeting with St. Bernard’s Middle School (I)

Figure 10 - Participants on the meeting with St. Bernard’s Middle School (II)

Presentation of the ClimACT project to St. Joseph’s First School
UniGib organized one meeting with the representatives of the teachers from St. Joseph’s First
School. This meeting took place at 9:30 am on March 3rd, 2017 in School’s facilities, in Gibraltar.
This meeting was attended by 7 persons (Table 15 and Figure 39).

Table 8 - List of participants in St. Joseph’s First School

Full Name
Amaia Fernandez (MF)
Catherine Walsh (CW)
George Parody (GP))
Charmain Burgod (CB)
Elaine Prescott (EP)
Jeremy Clinton
Nati Maclaren (NM)

Affiliation
University of Gibraltar
HM GoG Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Climate Change (DECC)
University of Gibraltar
St. Joseph’s First School, Head Teacher
HM GoG Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Climate Change (DECC)
St. Joseph’s First School
HM GoG Department of Education (DoE)

Figure 11 - Attendance List assigned of St. Joseph’s First School

Minute of the meeting in St. Joseph’s First School
1. Welcome and opening
 Reception of CB at the entrance of the school.
 Official introduction amongst attendees.
 Handing over the ClimACT presentation.
2. Overview of the discussion
 The discussion was opened by GP but in which the rest of the participants had the
freedom of step into the presentation as it went along.

 AF explained the framework of this project, the wider international partnership and
European funding programme.
 The discussion continued with an overall overview the project, general objectives and
educational approach.
 The general structure proposed for the interaction with schools was presented (roles
involved in decision, coordination and implementation levels).
 Questionnaire (online and written) and the aim of the environmental audits was
discussed. A paper copy of the Under 10-s questionnaire was handed to school
members.
 St. Joseph’s First school was converted from an old police barracks and has undergone
some renovations over the years. Even though the building is not at its best conditions,
staff try and make the best of their ability by conducting small actions such as:
o Exploring the installation of solar panels;
o Encouraging the use of recycling bins, although emptying the bins afterward is
an issue since caretakers or cleaners do not have the proper means to dispose
the content of the bins;
o Fire doors have also been identified as a hazard. Kids find it difficult to push and
open doors either because the push bar is too high for their height or because
it is too hard to push.
 The future possibility of capitalising the Low Carbon Coordinator nominee was
discussed. This could evolve into a permanent post in the future.
 Linking ClimACT activities with Young Enterprise initiative was discussed. E.g. linking
activities amongst various schools and creating a Big Book that would gather all
environmental initiatives happening in Gibraltar schools.
 The possibility of including year 2 students (aged 6) was discussed. Students aged 4 and
5 may be too young to understand some concepts and the questionnaire.
 A proposal of an action plan was discussed and agreed amongst those present in the
meeting:
o Environmental audits and questionnaire to be done before summer;
o Definition of a small working group within the school;
o Designation of one contact person within the school to channel
communications.
3. Conclusions
 There was an agreement on:
o
o
o
o

Overall approach of the ClimACT initiative
Discussion initiative in the next school staff meeting.
Determinate the level of engagement of the school (school year, class, etc.).
Nominating a contact person.

AOB during the meeting with St. Joseph’s First School
During the session, two pictures were taken and they are presented below.
No other business was brought to the attention of the attendees.
AF thanked CB and JC members for attending the meeting and the session was closed.

Picture of the Session

Figure 12 - Participants on the meeting with St. Joseph’s First School (I)

Figure 13 - Participants on the meeting with St. Joseph’s First School (II)

Presentation of the ClimACT project to Bayside Comprehensive
School
UniGib organized one meeting with the representatives of the teachers Bayside Comprehensive
School. This meeting took place at 12:15 pm on March 3rd, 2017 in School’s facilities, in Gibraltar.
This meeting was attended by 7 persons (Table 18 and Figure 48).
Table 9 - List of participants in Bayside Comprehensive School

Full Name
Amaia Fernandez (MF)
Catherine Walsh (CW)
George Parody (GP))
Denise Marsden (DM)
(CB)
Elaine Prescott (EP)
Michael Tavares (MT)
Nati Maclaren (NM)

Affiliation
University of Gibraltar
HM GoG Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Climate Change (DECC)
University of Gibraltar
Bayside Comprehensive School, Senior
Teacher PSHE (Personal, social and health
education)
HM GoG Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Climate Change (DECC)
Bayside Comprehensive School, Head Teacher
HM GoG Department of Education (DoE)

Figure 14 - Attendance List assigned Bayside Comprehensive School

Minute of the meeting in Bayside Comprehensive School
1. Welcome and opening
 Reception of DM at the entrance of the school and heading to MT’s office.
 Official introduction amongst attendees.
 Handing over the ClimACT presentation.

2. Overview of the discussion
 The discussion was opened by GP but in which the rest of the participants had the
freedom of step into the presentation as it went along.
 AF explained the framework of this project, the wider international partnership and
European funding programme.
 The discussion continued with an overall overview the project, general objectives and
educational approach.
 The general structure proposed for the interaction with schools was presented (roles
involved in decision, coordination and implementation levels).
 Questionnaire (online and written) and the aim of the environmental audits were
discussed.
 Bayside Comprehensive School lies on a very demanding environment, which has just
emphasised some weaknesses:
o Poor light in office area and classrooms;
o Noise pollution due to construction works nearby.
 However there has been a strong investment in IT area which has put the school up-todate IT wise.
 Important to note that staff will try and make the best of their ability to engage in
ClimACT initiative by connecting to ongoing actions such as:
o Feed outputs of the audits into building design of new schools;
o Plan 1 week to work in different ClimACT themes in the whole school;
o Link actions to sustainability campaigns such as Clean-up the World campaign,
which is held annually;
o Showcasing learning materials developed at the school, e.g. Big Book, and
linking activities with First Schools;
o MT and DM seemed keen on up-taking some ClimACT ideas like the solar
cookers and designing their own board environmental games;
o Bayside Comprehensive School is also keen on participating in the EU mobility
week held annually, which promotes activities for sustainable transport.
 It was also agreed to ask Bayside Comprehensive School teachers if they are doing
something to do with sustainability in their subjects, which they could bring into the
ClimACT as a good practice showcase.
 A proposal of an action plan was discussed and agreed amongst those present in the
meeting:
o Environmental audits and questionnaire to be done before summer;
o Definition of a small working group within the school;
o Designation of one contact person within the school to channel
communications.
3. Conclusions
 There was an agreement on:
o
o
o
o

Overall approach of the ClimACT initiative.
Discussion initiative in the next school staff meeting.
Determinate the level of engagement of the school (school year, class, etc.).
Nominating a contact person.

AOB during the meeting with St. Joseph’s First School
During the session, two pictures were taken and they are presented below.
No other business was brought to the attention of the attendees.
AF thanked MT and DM members for attending the meeting and the session was closed.
Picture of the Session

Figure 15 - Participants on the meeting with Bayside Comprehensive School (I)

Figure 16 - Participants on the meeting with Bayside Comprehensive School (II)

Presentation of the ClimACT project to St. Anne’s Middle School
UniGib organized one meeting with the representatives of the teachers St. Anne’s Middle
School. This meeting took place at 1:30 pm on May 3rd, 2017 in School’s facilities, in Gibraltar.
This meeting was attended by 3 persons (Table 19 and Figure 51).
Table 10 - List of participants in St. Anne’s Middle School

Full Name
Amaia Fernandez (MF)
George Parody (GP))
Patricia Duarte (PD)

Affiliation
University of Gibraltar
University of Gibraltar
St. Anne’s First School, Head Teacher

Figure 17 - Attendance List assigned St. Anne’s Middle School

Minute of the meeting in Bayside Comprehensive School
1. Welcome and opening
 Reception of PB at her office.
 Official introduction amongst attendees.
 Handing over the ClimACT presentation.
2. Overview of the discussion
 The discussion was opened by AF. St Anne’s was keen on the initiative as a result of seen
it advertised in local media and seeing other schools involved;
 AF explained the framework of this project, the wider international partnership
collaborating under the European funding programme;
 The discussion continued with an overall overview the project, with special focus on the
educational approach;
 The online questionnaire was discussed. A paper copy of the questionnaire was
presented to PD so she could have an insight of the questions;

 The possibility of a future environmental audit was discussed. They would welcome an
environmental audit since the school is sitting on an old building and outcomes from
audit would complement the results of the online questionnaire. However, the audit
shall be subject to the availability of resources from the DECC, since the Department has
already committed auditing other schools that entered into the programme before;
 The possibility of including year 6 and 7 students was discussed. Last year students
would leave school the following year and proposed activities will not have the
continuity the school is looking for;
 A proposal of an action plan was discussed and agreed amongst the attendees:
o Designation of one contact person within the school to channel
communications;
o Definition of a small working group within the school;
o Questionnaire to be conducted in May.
3. Conclusions
 There was an agreement on:
o
o
o
o

Overall approach of the ClimACT initiative.
Discussion initiative in the next school staff meeting.
Determinate the level of engagement of the school (school year, class, etc.).
Nominating a contact person – Low Carbon Coordinator.

AOB during the meeting with St. Joseph’s First School
During the session, two pictures were taken and they are presented below.
No other business was brought to the attention of the attendees.
AF thanked MT and DM members for attending the meeting and the session was closed.
Picture of the Session

Figure 18 - Participants on the meeting with St. Anne’s Middle School (I)

Figure 19 - Participants on the meeting with St. Anne’s Middle School (II)

ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
UNIGIB / DOE / DEHCC
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS COMMITTEE MEETING
Date:
Wed, 25th April 2018

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Boardroom

Attendees (in alphabetical order);
1

Sean Ballester (SB)

Westside School (Co-opted member)

2

Amaia Fernandez (AF)

University of Gibraltar

3

Denise Marsden (DM)

4

Elaine Prescott (EP)

5

George Parody (GP)

Bayside Comprehensive School, Senior Teacher (Pastoral)
HM GoG Department of the Environment, Heritage and Climate
Change (DEHCC), Assistant Environment Officer
University of Gibraltar

6

Lianne Parral (LP)

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

7

Jackie Linares (JL)

Department of Education (DoE), Education Adviser

8

Kevin Wahnon (KW)

St. Bernard’s First School, Teacher

Proposed agenda points:
1. Discuss and agree on a general structure for the framework document
2. Action points (small tasks) to be completed be each member before next meeting (e.g.
gathering/analysing school audits, developing content for each section of the document, etc.)
3. Next meeting dates
Outline of the meeting:
1. Welcome and opening
-

Welcome of attendees by AF;

-

Handing over the Sustainable Schools draft framework.

2. Review of the framework
-

Conclusions arising from previous meetings had been collected into a single document, with
the aim of helping to developing the structure and content of the framework;

-

The document is in its initial stages, it is very rough, completely open to discussion and
modifiable;
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-

In an exercise of trying to move away from ‘Eco-Schools’, AF suggested to the committee
members to check information about Sustainable Schools Framework UK at
http://sustainable-schools-alliance.org.uk/sustainable-schools-framework/ ;

-

The group started reviewing the notes within the document and tried to group core and
optional elements for the different sectors (first, middle and secondary schools);

-

Core elements will influence the Ethos of the school;

-

Optional elements will shape Curricula;

-

The framework has to set achievable targets for schools, so that they are encouraged to
progress to the next level;

-

How the progress will be assessed has still to be discussed. The Dept. Education should
monitor the progress but schools must keep evidence of activities;

-

Indicators to help schools monitoring their progress should be provided;

-

Schools have to demonstrate progress every year, if not, they would go back to the previous
level.

-

Focus should be put into Reduce, Reuse, Recycle;

-

A long-term policy should come from the Dept. Education. The policy should tackle issues
that are out of the reach of schools, e.g. green procurement, A+ rated equipment, use of
‘organic’ cleaning products, purchase or recycling paper, etc. All this should be centrally
overseen by the Dept. Education.

3. Next meeting dates
-

Thurs 10th May, 10am, at the University – JL, GP, EP, AF

-

Thurs 17th May 4pm, at the University – Sustainable Schools Core Committee

-

Tues 29th May 4pm, at the University – Sustainable Schools Core Committee

-

Wed 13th June 4pm, at the University – Sustainable Schools Working Party (School
representatives)

-

Wed 20th June 4pm, at the University – NGOs Forum

4. AOB
-

AF informed attendees that the session with Daniella Tilbury (DT) scheduled for the 22nd May
had to be cancelled due to an unexpected visit of the University’s Chancellor Lord Luce;

-

AF to inform DT of the next meeting dates to try and re-schedule the session;

-

DM, JL and LP left the session at round 5.30pm, 6pm and 6.30pm respectively;

-

The rest of the attendees followed with discussion;
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-

The session was closed at 7pm.

5. Actions Points
-

KW, LP and SB to send possible Core (Ethos) and Optional (Curriculum) activities for Bronze,
Silver and Gold levels by the 9th May);

-

EP and AF to check audit inputs that could form part of the framework;

-

JL to make the call for Working Party;

-

AF to make the call for the NGOs;

-

AF to keep the core group informed of any updates.
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6. List of attendees
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7. Photos of attendees

From left to right: EP, SB, LP

From left to right: GP, JL, DM, KW
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
UNIGIB / DOE / DEHCC
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS COMMITTEE MEETING
Date:
Thurs, 17th May 2018

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Boardroom

Attendees (in alphabetical order, by surname);
1

Sean Ballester (SB)

Westside School (Co-opted member)

2

Amaia Fernandez (AF)

University of Gibraltar

3

Jackie Linares (JL)

Department of Education (DoE), Education Adviser

4

Denise Marsden (DM)

Bayside Comprehensive School, Senior Teacher (Pastoral)

5

George Parody (GP)

University of Gibraltar

6

Lianne Parral (LP)

7

Elaine Prescott (EP)

8

Kevin Wahnon (KW)

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School (Headteacher)
HM GoG Department of the Environment, Heritage and Climate
Change (DEHCC), Assistant Environment Officer
St. Bernard’s First School, Teacher

Proposed agenda points:
1. Progress on the general structure for the Foundation, Bronze, Silver, Gold and Diamond levels.
2. Credit system proposal, suggested by Elaine Prescott
3. Next meeting dates
Outline of the meeting:
1. Welcome and opening
-

Welcome of attendees by AF;

-

Handing over the document with all the proposed criteria put forward by school
representatives – compiled by Elaine.

2. Updates since the last meeting
-

JL and AF briefed the attendees of the offer made by Prof Daniella Tilbury (Vice-Chancellor
and CEO of the University) to facilitate the Sustainable Schools initiative in Gibraltar.

-

Daniella offered to assist with a series of workshops with the objective of mentoring/coaching
teachers in understanding the learning that goes behind each action, which requires
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unpacking concepts that are usually taken for granted and also identifying the ‘Hooks’ (i.e.
entry points) to engage each school in sustainable activities. E.g. Transport, Food, etc.
-

Ideally, the workshops will take place in an in-service.

-

Attendees endorsed the idea that before taking action with teachers, Headteachers have to
be, at least, informed of the plans, and kept in the loop of what is going on with regards the
Sustainable Schools initiative and how that will impact on their particular school.

-

Daniella committed to draft an action plan to start working with schools as from September,
starting with First schools, then focusing on Middle schools and finally Secondary schools. JL
provided the list of First, Middle and Secondary schools to Daniella so that she can outline the
plan ahead.

-

The plan will have to run past the new Director of Education once appointed.

On another note, JL mentioned that Gibraltar is part of the Duke of Edinburg Golf Award and as such,
schools can access funds to support Environmental Projects. JL has been asked by Minister Cortes to
provide ideas of what schools could do in Gibraltar. Attendees had the opportunity to list a few ideas,
e.g.:
-

Placement of light and water sensors, TV screens showing monthly water and electricity
consumption, building a ‘plastic tree’, paint the concrete blocks placed at the entrance of Main
Street to make them more ‘eco-friendly’, students visiting other schools or projects,
contribute to the Alameda Biodome, installation of solar panels, creating/enhancement of
existing green areas and gardens within schools, re-invest in schools a % of fund raised
through charitable activities, etc.

The proposed activity had to be for the benefit of students only (not teachers).

3. Review of the Structure
-

EP compiled a word document with all the proposed criteria put forward by school reps, and
included a few more, adding up to 40 targets established.

-

Some amendments were suggested to the current structure, as follows:
o

Foundation stage: Instead of delivering a 5 year action plan, it was agreed that schools
should complete a 1 year plan plus a long-term vision for the school.

o

It was agreed to have all elective elements (instead of core and optional elements) as
this would allow more flexibility to schools to shape their progress.

o

Therefore, instead of having to complete two elements (1 core + 1 optional) to
progress through Bronze/Silver/Gold levels, it was agreed to allocate a credit system
for the elective elements.
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o

Following the ‘credit-based’ system proposed by EP, the amended structure would be
based on points/credits, having to attain a certain number of credits to qualify for the
next level.

o

Selected credits will have to impact in both ethos and curriculum. E.g. a visit to Los
Barrios landfill followed up by a presentation to other pupils at school.

-

Subsequently, the list of 40 activities was credit-rated by the attendees, being 1 the easiest
activities to achieve, up to 6 being the most difficult element.

-

Once scores/ratings had been agreed, GP suggested to multiply the final value by 10, as higher
figures sound more encouraging and worthwhile.

-

A template to record activity progress was suggested, including boxes to refer curriculum,
ethos, community or other links.

4. Next meeting dates
-

Tues 29th May 4pm, at the University – Sustainable Schools Core Committee.

-

Wed 13th June 4pm, at the University – Sustainable Schools Working Party (School
representatives).

-

Wed 20th June 4pm, at the University – NGOs Forum.

LP, DM and JL left the meeting.

5. September Seminar and AOB
-

AF shared with SB the general outline for the 2 day ClimACT in September.

-

Young Enterprise presentations will be included at the end of Day 2 ideally to be held at the
University, if possible.

-

DT could facilitate teacher’s session on the afternoon of Day 1.

-

An after-meeting debriefing will be planned for Friday 28th evening / Saturday 29th.

-

SB asked if Core Group members could meet Young Enterprise Students to present their book,
before the end of the Academic Year.

-

The session was closed at 18:30pm.

6. Actions Points
-

SB and AF to finalise the proposed structure, credit system and activity record template; and
amend it through google docs accordingly.

-

SB to propose tentative dates to meet with Young Enterprise Students.
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-

-

For next meeting;
o

Revisit the activity/credit system and possibly increase scoring by 10.

o

Think how we will present the structure to the Working Group.

Think of activities for the Duke of Edinburg award, and forward ideas to JL.
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8. Photos of attendees

From left to right: LP, JL, GP, KW

From left to right: EP, DM, SB
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
UNIGIB / DOE / DEHCC
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS COMMITTEE MEETING
Date:
Tue, 29th May 2018

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Boardroom

Attendees (in alphabetical order, by surname);
1

Sean Ballester (SB)

Westside School (Co-opted member)

2

Amaia Fernandez (AF)

University of Gibraltar

3

Jackie Linares (JL)

Department of Education (DoE), Education Adviser

4

George Parody (GP)

5

Elaine Prescott (EP)

University of Gibraltar
HM GoG Department of the Environment, Heritage and Climate
Change (DEHCC), Assistant Environment Officer

Apologies:
-

Denise Marsden (DM), Bayside Comprehensive School, Senior Teacher (Pastoral)

-

Lianne Parral (LP), Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School (Headteacher)

-

Kevin Wahnon (KW), St. Bernard’s First School, Teacher

Proposed agenda points:
1. Revisit the activity/credit system and possibly increase scoring;
2. Discuss how to present the structure to the Working Party;
3. Agenda for September Seminar;
4. Tentative dates to meet with Young Enterprise Students;
5. Possible activities for the Duke of Edinburg award;
6. Next meeting dates;
Outline of the meeting:

1. Welcome and opening
-

Welcome of attendees by AF and EP;

-

TV screen on with Google docs presenting the structure, activities and credits.
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2. Activity review and score increase
-

Attendees agreed to multiply by 10 the scoring assigned to activities; since higher figures
sound more encouraging and worthwhile.

-

Having moved away from ‘Core’ and ‘Optional’ activities gives more freedom to schools to
progress at their own pace.

-

The list of activities remains open and additional activities would be assessed by the Core
Group to check suitability and scoring of the activity before adding them to the list.

-

The structure, credit and activity record template can be accessed here:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZO7dFIOUqoa8QYITSG0qtq0431cPcsKW-TBFiRowqw/edit?usp=sharing

3. Presentation of the Structure to the Working Party
-

Attendees reviewed activity scoring and discussed points needed to qualify for each stage.

-

Attendees agreed to let teachers discuss and decide on the number of credits that schools
should to achieve in order to qualify for the next stage.

-

The above would be discussed in a group activity/workshop-type meeting with the Working
Party.

-

The agenda for the next Working Party was discussed, agreed, and tasks divided as follows:
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS WORKING PARTY
Wednesday 13 June, 4pm
University of Gibraltar, Europa Point Campus
Agenda
16.00 - 16.05: Feedback Brussels (AF)
16.05 - 16.10: Updated Structure (EP)
16.10 - 16.15: List of activities and credits (open and inclusive) (EP)
16.15 - 16.35: Group activity (establish the amount of credit per stage) (SB)
16.35 - 17.15: Group presentation (SB)
17.15 - 17.25: Plenary and summary of the year (JL)
17.25 - 17.30: Next steps (JL)

-

The Power Point presentation for the Working Party was made available through Google docs:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1y6a_OKVLyCCeoLvDqRRzEAld69bpFA_vHDWiwdw
6Ccw/edit?usp=sharing

4. September Seminar
-

AF briefly presented the outline for the 2-day seminar in September.

-

Day 1 will see an afternoon workshop with local and international schools teachers, possibly
facilitated by Daniella Tilbury (TBC).
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-

Day 2 will see a school visit in the morning, and Young Enterprise presentation of most
developed projects in the afternoon, ideally at the University.

-

JL (DoE) to ensure release of teachers for the seminar.

-

AF to secure as many international delegates as possible, including Andorra that attended the
kick-off meeting in Lisbon.

-

An after-meeting debriefing will be planned for Friday 28th evening / Saturday 29th.

5. Next meeting dates
-

Wed 13th June 4pm, at the University – Sustainable Schools Working Party (School
representatives).

-

Wed 20th June 4pm, at the University – NGOs Forum.

-

Thurs 27 and Fri 28 Sep – ClimACT Progress Meeting.

6. AOB
-

Attendees talked about the recent appointment of Daniella Tilbury as Commissioner of
Sustainable Development.

-

The Sustainable Schools Core Committee acknowledged the value of the appointment and
agreed on engaging with Daniella as an external advisory/expert, as and when needed (e.g.
workshop session for September seminar).

-

Attendees established that ClimACT will continue running as usual, and that Daniella could
deliver coaching sessions to teachers, as agreed on the meeting held on 10/05/2018. Both
activities would be complementary.

-

Those coaching sessions would take place during the 2018/19 Academic Year, and by May
2019 when ClimACT comes to an end and phases out naturally, Sustainable Schools Gibraltar
would continue growing strong.

-

Interreg Sudoe Brussels conference. JL and AF will be attending a conference in Brussels on
the 6th June that celebrates the 15th anniversary of the Sudoe Programme. The programme
has invited ClimACT to present how it is impacting in local schools and in Education for
Sustainable Development. The presentation will be delivered by JL, as they requested that the
Gibraltar case should be presented by an ‘end user’, i.e. a final beneficiary of the project’s
results, which in this case would be Dept. of Education.

Attendees had to leave and there was no time left to discuss the following points:
-

Tentative dates to meet with Young Enterprise Students;

-

Possible activities for the Duke of Edinburg award.
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7. Actions Points
-

AF to follow-up confirmation of international teachers for September seminar.

-

AF to approach Daniella to explore possibility of delivering a workshop to teachers during the
September ClimACT meeting.

-

AF, EP, SB and JL to populate their respective slides for the Working Party meeting. Updates
to be done directly into the Power Point presentation, through Google docs, as follows:
o

Feedback Brussels (AF)

o

Updated Structure (EP)

o

List of activities and credits (open and inclusive) (EP)

o

Group activity (establish the amount of credit per stage) (SB)

o

Group presentation (SB)

o

Plenary and summary of the year (JL)

o

Next steps (JL)
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
CLIMACT / SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES
Date:
Wed, 13th June 2018

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Seminar Room 9

Attendees (in alphabetical order);
No

Surname

Name

Acronym

Organisation/School

1

Andrews

Lizanne

LA

St. Anne's Middle School

2

Ballester

Sean

SB

Westside School

3

Borrell

Claire

CB

Westside School

4

Bosano

Gianna

GBo

Gibraltar College

5

Burgod

Charmaine

CBu

St. Joseph's First School

6

Caruana

Charlene

CC

St. Mary's First School

7

Catania

Lijianna

LC

Westside School

8

Clinton

Ewen

EC

St. Joseph's Middle School

9

Coelho

Anne

AC

Westside School

10 Fernandez

Chrisanne

CF

Notre Dame First School

11 Fernandez

Amaia

AF

University of Gibraltar

12 Garner

Gaby

GG

Loreto Convent (Middle School)

13 Grech

Robert

RL

Loreto Convent (First School)

14 Lester

Gaynor

GL

Bayside School

15 Linares

Jackie

JL

Dep of Education

16 Lopez

Cathy

CL

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

17 Marsden

Denise

DM

Bayside School

18 Marsden

Caitlin

CM

Bayside School

19 Neish

Crissy

CN

Loreto Convent

20 Parody

George

GP

University of Gibraltar

21 Parral

Lianne

LPa

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

22 Piñero

Lisanne

LPi

Governor's Meadow First School

23 Piri

Monica

MPir

24 Prescott

Elaine

EP

DEHCC

25 Prior-Hawkins

Jacqui

JPH

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

26 Russo

Ian

IR

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

27 Wahnon

Kevin

KW

St. Paul's First School

St. Bernard's First School

Absent;


St. Bernard's Middle School
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Agenda points:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Feedback Brussels (AF)
Updated Structure (EP)
List of activities and credits (open and inclusive) (EP)
Group activity (establish the amount of credit per stage) (SB)
Group presentation (SB)
Plenary and summary of the year (JL)
Next steps (JL)

Outline of the session, and summary of discussions:

1. Feedback from Brussels conference
-

AF updated the attendees on the recent Brussels event.

-

The international conference took place on the 6th June in Brussels to commemorate the 15th
Anniversary of the SUDOE EU programme, which funds the ClimACT project.

-

The conference included slots to present project results, and one of those slots was offered
to the ClimACT project and the University of Gibraltar.

-

This was an excellent opportunity to appear at an international event, to put Gibraltar on the
map, and to showcase how ClimACT is impacting in local schools, the progress made so far,
and how this will be reflected in schools’ ethos and curricula in the future.

-

The event organisers requested that the Gibraltar case should be presented by an ‘end user’,
i.e. the speaker had to be a final beneficiary of the project’s results, and in this case Jackie
Linares was proposed to represent the Dept. of Education.

-

So the project was introduced by the leading partner, the University of Lisbon, followed by
Jackie explaining 1) What was happening in Schools previous to joining ClimACT; 2) What has
changed since joining ClimACT; and what the legacy of the ClimACT project would be.

-

There event also saw panel sessions discussing about future regional policies, priorities,
cohesion policies and budget allocations.

-

Around 60 delegates attended the conference, including MEP, members of the European
Commission and Head of Units.

2. Updated structure, activities and credit system
-

EP explained how the Core Committee has considered the contributions from the Working
Party.

-

The stages will remain the same: Foundation, Bronze, Silver, Gold and Diamond.
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-

However, she explained how the Core Committee concluded that it would be better to move
away from ‘Core’ and ‘Optional’ activities as it gives more freedom to schools to progress at
their own pace.

-

Hence the activities proposed the by the Working Party had been assigned a score depending
on the level of difficulty.

-

Further, instead of having to choose two elements (core and optional) as initially proposed,
schools would now have a list of activities with corresponding scores.

-

In order to progress on stages schools would have to achieve a certain number of credits with
activities that impact on both the Ethos and Curriculum.

-

EP presented the list of activities and credits.

-

The list of activities remains open and additional activities could be proposed and added after
been assessed by the Core Group to check suitability and scoring.

3. Group activity and presentations (SB)
-

SB explained the objective of the group activity: Discuss and decide the amount of credits that
schools should achieve in order to qualify for each stage.

-

Schools could provide examples of combined activities from the list to meet each criteria, and
raise any issues or questions that arise during the activity.

-

Core Committee members facilitated discussions of different groups.

-

After the discussion, a speaker from each group presented their feedback and how they would
best apply the credit system.

-

During the presentation, a time for discussion on potential issues initiated. Main discussion
points of discussion are summarised below:
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Some activities listed were things that could just be bought.
Actions that imply developmental/cultural activities would be best.
Teachers tried to divide activities into Ethos and Curriculum (as devised originally).
Points to qualify for each Stage should be achievable.
 E.g. 80 / 160 / 240 being 40/40, 80/80, 120/120 the credits assigned to
Curriculum and Ethos respectively in each Stage.
To refine the language and be more specific with task descriptions. E.g. Does the task
apply to a year group? To the whole school?
Each school to check the list and decide where they would be at present. This would
help to set up a baseline.
Scores of E.g. 70 / 140 / 210 including uneven numbers force schools to choose a
wider variety of tasks, as they would have to choose an extra task to reach the credits.
Keep a folder with evidence (simple).
If a school does all activities on the list, a special award should be presented to that
school.
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o

To have separate schemes for different Key Stages, as there could be a big difference
on tasks that only apply to first schools (e.g. use of baby wipes). However, if a
particular activity does not apply to a school/stages, schools could simply opt not to
do that tasks on the list.

4. Plenary and summary of the year
-

JL summarised the activities carried out over the past months:
o
o
o
o
o

The activities initial with a cohort of pilot schools (Spring 2017).
JL moved to DOE (Summer 2017).
JL convened all schools (Autumn 2017). Seminars have been held in November,
February, March and June.
Sustainable Schools has also engaged with NGOs (January and June 2018).
The Core Committee has held monthly meetings since January 2018.

-

JL reiterated that this is a learning process for all that there will not be a perfect scheme.
Activities will have to be trialled out and fine-tuned as Sustainable Schools move forward.
Feedback and reflection time will be needed in due course.

-

The process to define the Sustainable Schools draft scheme remains open and participatory
at all times.

-

Working groups and meeting dynamics are now in place.

5. Next steps
-

Schools should reach the Foundation Stage at the beginning of the next Academic Year,
between September and December 2018.

-

Schools should progress on Stages during the 2018/19 Academic Year.

-

The Dept. of Education is planning to arrange in services in Sustainable Education for the
2018/19 Academic Year.

-

The Dept. of Education will make use of the information collected through the audits in order
to identify areas for development.

-

The University will host the ClimACT progress meeting on 27 and 28 of September 2018. The
2-day seminar will see attendance of international teachers. The Dept. of Education will try
and make arrangements in order to release relevant teachers from school to participate in
specific activities (e.g. workshops).

-

On another note, AF explained that ClimACT has made it to the final short list of RegioStars
2018 Awards. RegioStars is a competition that honours innovative projects that are attractive
and inspiring to other regions. Those project have to be supported by Regional Development
Funds.
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o

o

There will be panel of experts evaluating the projects but equally important is the
voting for the Public Choice Award. The latter will start on 3 July, further details will
follow in due course and schools will be encouraged to vote.
The prize will be to represent a theatre play at a Brussels event. The play will include
two students from Gibraltar, two from Spain, two from France and two Portugal.
Students will explain the ClimACT project and its impact throughout the play. Gibraltar
would feed in with First School students, in order to facilitate the language of
communication, as the play would be in English.

6. Conclusions
-

Main points arisen from discussions:
o
o
o
o
o

o

Consider applying uneven points.
Activities require more detail – and ideally make everything developmental.
Schools would need to establish a baseline (i.e. number of credits they currently
qualify for).
Schools are welcome to propose more ideas and activities. The list of activities is a
working document.
Proof of activity achievement should not be cumbersome. Activity assessment should
be defined in due course. At present the Core Committee trusts the professionalisms
of teachers.
The materials used in the presentation to be forwarded to each school so they can
cascade down the message and to present to staff.

7. AOB
-

Core Committee to meet shortly to analyse current meeting’s discussions.

-

On other business was brought to the attention of the attendees and the session was closed
at 6pm.
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9. Photos of attendees

Teachers working in groups, addressing Agenda Point 4

Teachers working in groups, addressing Agenda Point 4
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Teachers presenting their group discussions, addressing Agenda Point 4
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
CLIMACT / NGOs - STAKEHOLDERS
Date:
Wed, 20th Jun 2018

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Seminar Room 6

Attendees (in alphabetical order);
1

Ballester

Sean

(SB)

Westside School

2

Fernandez

Amaia

(AF)

University of Gibraltar

3

Gilder

Christine

(CG)

Alameda Gardens

4

Gomila

Brian

(BG)

Monkey-Talk Gibraltar

5

Hart

Lucy

(LH)

Alameda Gardens Volunteer

6

Howitt

Janet

(JH)

Environmental Safety Group (ESG)

7

Leaper

Jessica

(JL)

Alameda Wildlife Conservation Park

8

Parody

George

(GP)

University of Gibraltar

9

Parral

Lianne

(LP)

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

10

Pereira

Rodney

(RP)

Gibraltar Teacher’s Association (GTA)

11

Prescott

Elaine

(EP)

HM GoG Department of the Environment, Heritage and Climate
Change (DEHCC), Assistant Environment Officer

12

Triay

Conchita

(CT)

Environmental Safety Group (ESG)

13

Wahnon

Kevin

(KW)

St. Bernard’s First School, Teacher

Apologies;




Jackie Linares, Education Adviser, Dept. of Education
Denise Marsden, Bayside Comprehensive School
Keith Bensusan, Gibraltar Ornithological & Natural History Society (GONHS)

Absent;




Emily Lopez, Conscious Eating
Alex Menez, GONHS
Lewis Stagnetto, The Nautilus Project
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Agenda points:






ClimACT and outreach activities (AF)
ClimACT Audits (EP)
Sustainable Schools: Working groups, structure, activities and conclusions (SB/LP/KW/DM)
Summary of the year and next steps (GP)
Q&A, discussion (all)

Outline of the meeting:
1. Welcome and opening
-

Welcome of attendees by AF;

-

Apologies of Jackie Linares and Denise Marsden

-

Quick overview of the proposed agenda points;

2. ClimACT and outreach activities
-

AF gave a quick overview of the main outreach and international activities covered by ClimACT
since January 2018. These included: news items of the ClimACT Progress meeting in Madrid
(January 2018), Bayside’s Environmental Week (February 2018), Sudoe calendars at St.
Bernard’s First School (February 2018), Brussels Sudoe conference (June 2018) and the
upcoming RegioStars Award voting (July 2018).

3. ClimACT Audits
-

EP explained that ClimACT audits were completed in May and that currently reports are being
drafted. Reports will include observations and recommendations for the following aspects:
transport, green procurement, green spaces, indoor air quality, energy, water and waste.

4. Sustainable Schools: Working groups, structure, activities and conclusions
-

SB updated the attendees on the progress made with the sustainable schools framework.

-

SB explained the established working groups, namely
o

Core Committee – formed by ClimACT, Dept. of Environment, Dept. of Education,
First, Middle and Secondary school reps.

o

Working Party – reps from all schools.

o

NGOs forum.

o

Within schools - Sustainable/Eco School Committee/commission
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-

SB explained the proposed structure: Foundation, Bronze, Silver, Gold and Diamond Stages.
He also showed the list of activities that have resulted from the various session the Working
Party.

-

He also gave details of the conclusions of the last Working Party held on 13th June:
o

Consider applying uneven points.

o

Activities require more detail –and ideally make everything developmental.

o

Schools would need to establish a baseline (i.e. number of credits they currently
qualify for).

o

Schools are welcome to propose more ideas and activities. The list of activities is a
working document.

o

Proof of activity achievement should not be cumbersome. Activity assessment should
be defined in due course. At present the Core Committee trusts the professionalisms
of teachers.

5. Summary of the year and next steps
-

-

GP gave an overview of the main milestones achieved during the past year:
o

The activity commenced with an initial cohort of pilot schools (Spring 2017)

o

Jackie Linares moved to the Dept. Education and convened all schools (Autumn 2017).
Working Party seminars have been held in November, February, March and June.

o

ClimACT has also engaged with NGOs (January and June 2018)

o

The Core Committee has held monthly meetings since Jan 2018.

o

The process is a learning curve for all. ClimACT has tried to keep an open and
participatory process throughout to define draft Sustainable Schools scheme, and will
continue to do so during the coming months.

o

Working groups and meeting dynamics are now in place, this will be the legacy of the
ClimACT project.

GP wrapped up by presenting the next steps, as follows:
o

The Working Party set the target that schools should reach the Foundation stage
between Sept-Dec 2018.

o

Schools would have the opportunity to Progress on Stages during the 2018/19
Academic Year. The roll out will serve to pilot test the scheme.

o

In services for the 2018/19 Academic Year are being explored by the Dept. Education.

o

The compiled audits and data will be used to identify areas for development.

o

ClimACT to host a partner’s progress meeting in 27 and 28 September.
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o

ClimACT still has 12 months to go to construct solid foundations.

o

As ClimACT phases out naturally, a sustainable schools scheme will take off strong.

6. Q&A, discussion
-

Attendees animated the presentation by vivid and positive discussions that touched upon the
following aspects:
o

Possibility of mirroring other programmes. ClimACT has looked into other
programmes (a lot of resources are readily available online) but the assessment part
was always the main drawback preventing Gibraltar schools to access any of those
programme (e.g. Eco-Schools UK).

o

Further to above, ClimACT’s Core Committee decided to develop their own
programme that would apply to Gibraltar schools.

o

The initial (eight) objectives of ClimACT must not be forgotten:






Promote the transition to a low carbon economy in schools.
Help raising environmental awareness and sustainable practices amongst
pupils, teachers and parents.
Building upon ongoing activities.
Progress underpinned by three elements: environmental audits, embedding
activities into curricula and teacher development.
Provision of guidelines to support sustainable practise in schools at all levels.

o

NGOs welcomed the progress made so far but, CT expressed that need of having an
overarching policy from the Dept. Education to back all this.

o

ClimACT’s audits have flagged positive and negative issues. Relevant
recommendations shall feed in the new schools projects. It will be up to the respective
Departments in charge to take on those recommendations.

o

NGOs suggested that activities should also involve and impact the local community.
Activities should go beyond the walls of schools and involve e.g. NGOs, Boy Scouts,
Girl Guides or Duke of Edinburgh Award.

o

Students should also approach business as part of community engagement for
sustainable development.

o

CT suggested that NGOs could be the independent body that assess progress of
schools.

o

It was suggested that a special award should be presented for ‘best school progress’.
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7. AOB
-

NGOs enquired about the next meeting date. They were advised that it would probably by
once the next academic year had commenced. They would be advised of the new date in due
course.

-

No other issue was brought to the attention of the attendees and the meeting was closed at
5.40pm.
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8. List of attendees
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9. Photos of attendees

From left to right: GP, EP, KW, LP, BG, CG, JL, CG, LH, CT

From left to right: KW, LP, BG, CG, JL, CG, LH, CT, RP, JH

From left to right: GP, EP, KW, LP, BG, CG, JL, CG, LH, CT, RP, JH
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
UNIGIB / DOE / DEHCC
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS COMMITTEE MEETING
Date:
Wed, 7th Nov 2018

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Boardroom

Attendees (in alphabetical order, by surname);
1

Sean Ballester (SB)

Westside School (Co-opted member)

2

Amaia Fernandez (AF)

University of Gibraltar

3

Hannah Gonzalez (HG)

University of Gibraltar

4

Jackie Linares (JL)

Department of Education (DoE), Education Adviser

5

Denise Marsden (DM)

Bayside Comprehensive School

6

George Parody (GP)

University of Gibraltar

7

Lianne Parral (LP)

8

Elaine Prescott (EP)

9

Kevin Wahnon (KW)

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
HM GoG Department of the Environment, Heritage and Climate
Change (DEHCC), Assistant Environment Officer
St. Bernard’s First School

Proposed agenda points:
1. ClimACT seminar 27 & 28 Sept 2018. Outcomes and discussion points. (ALL)
2. Briefing on the recent Brussels events (RegioStars and Slam Awards). (AF/GP)
3. Presentation of ClimACT report to schools. (EP/AF)
4. Outcomes of the last Working Party & NGO meetings held in June 2018. (ALL)
5. Agenda and content for the next Working Party meeting. (ALL)
6. Governor’s interest. (AF)
Outline of the meeting:
At the beginning of the meeting, attendees were asked to fill in the feedback form in relation to the
ClimACT progress meeting that was held in Gibraltar on the 27&28 September 2018.
AF presented the agenda points and DM asked if the Governor’s interest had any connection with the
Duke of Edinburgh Award. AF replied that HE’s has probably read latest news on ClimACT (seminar in
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Gibraltar and events in Brussels), which have brought his attention, as he is quite involved with
education initiatives.
The group continued with the agenda points:
1. ClimACT seminar 27 & 28 Sept 2018. Outcomes and discussion points.
AF showed some notes taken by JL during the two-day seminar. The discussion points included the
following:


Final event in Lisbon, 9-10th May 2019. Which would be the activities for student and
teachers? Would they be separate or joint activities? Who would be part of the Gibraltar
delegation?



Impact of environmental audits on schools. We should make schools aware and encourage
them to measure their own energy use.



Educational tools and activities were presented by ClimACT at the seminar - project based
learning, e-learning platform. Are these materials worth presenting at the next Working Party?



Maintain network of ClimACT schools – how could ClimACT schools stay connected? The idea
of an easy-to-use blog was welcomed, but who would manage and administer that?

The discussion points led to the following conclusions:


KW and LP mentioned that their respective schools have now started collecting monthly water
and electricity bills in order to be able to monitor progress, apply measures and reduce
consumption. KW has tweaked water valves at school so that they allow less water to run
through. KW now needs to prove efficiency of the action by monitoring consumption and cost.



Year 9 students would be the best group to take to Lisbon, given their age and ‘less busy’
schedule in May.



Timeline to prepare for Lisbon is tight. Core Group members enquired for more information
about the final event, the activities planned for Lisbon and the preparations/student
competitions leading up to the event (the Core group did not know if students are expected
to present in Lisbon and if all countries are running the same competitions).



Could the development of an Eco-Code be a competition amongst Gibraltar schools? LP said
they are currently designing one at her school. However, middle schools would not be part of
the Gibraltar delegation attending Lisbon.



The Core Group is also aware of financial constraints. ClimACT has around £6,000 to cover
travel and accommodation costs, primarily for Core Group members. It was suggested that
students could fundraise to cover the travel costs and that parents or Dept. Education could
also cover travel costs.
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However, before proceeding with any preparations, the activities and arrangements for
Lisbon have to very clear.



LP has tried to access the e-learning platform but could not get through. AF will check this
issue with the project coordinator. The platform should be accessible by all to test/check the
modules of the e-learning. Core Group members should try to access and check the content
of the platform.



LP mentioned that Bishop Fitzgerald uses WIX.com platform to share contents. She suggested
that local schools could use a similar platform to share content re ClimACT, sustainability and
education. A drawback mentioned by the group was the lack of staff to keep up with progress
and report. SB said it would be ideal to have staff released from teaching, just for a few hours
per week, to be able to progress on these matters more efficiently. At present, teachers’
commitment is on a voluntary basis and often, a lack of time slows down progress of activities.
AF commented that students taking part in ‘eco-groups’ could be in charge of uploading
content and keeping information on the respective schools up to date.

2. Briefing on the recent Brussels events.
GP and AF spoke about the ClimACT events in Brussels, which were held at the beginning of October.
RegioStars ceremony was very well organised, the auditorium was full. Kids and jugglers presented
nominees in each category in an original way, which kept the audience engaged at all times. ClimACT
was competing against three projects in the Low Carbon Economy category and against twenty-five
projects from all categories for the public choice award. Within its category, ClimACT was beaten by
the TEKIDE project, which involves recycling of textile fabrics to produce clothes. Apparently, TEKIDE
is yet in early stages of development, just testing the technology behind the recycling, far from
accessing the market place. Rumours were that the jury’s decision was somehow influenced by
politics. However, achieving the RegioStars nomination in a still ongoing initiative recognises the
tangible results it has attained already, provides prestige to the project and acknowledges the work
conducted in the field of education and sustainable development.
Rehearsals for the Slam performance took place throughout the several days that the group was in
Brussels, in various places including the venue of the event. There were six projects in total competing
at Slam. The voting took place after all had performed, by using a mobile application only available to
the audience attending the event. Due to a technical problem, the voting had to be revisited and after
the initial excitement of appearing first on the rank, ClimACT was pushed down.
ClimACT won the second prize, but with no doubt it was the most cheered project of all. Slam
competition brought together four kids that did not know each other but who became friends after
the event. It was a very positive experience for all involved, and specially for the students.
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3. Presentation of ClimACT report to schools.
The group discussed the best way to present the environmental reports to schools.
It was suggested that separate visits to schools would work better to present and hand over the results
(as opposed to inviting them all to a joint meeting at the University).
However, it was agreed that reports would be sent to schools by email first and that face-to-face
meetings would be arranged afterwards.
EP shall arrange the meetings with schools and AF will accompany her. EP shall inform JL once the
meetings have been scheduled so that JL can attend, agenda permitting.
4. Outcomes of the last Working Party & NGO meetings.
AF showed the notes from last meetings in an exercise to catch up with the Working Party activity.
The items discussed included the following:


Schools should reach the Foundation Stage at the beginning of 2018/19 Academic Year - It
should be in place before the next Working Party meeting.



Schools should progress on Stages during the 18/19 Academic Year. It shall be the pilot testing
of the scheme.



Schools to establish a baseline (i.e. number of credits they currently qualify for). Consider
applying uneven points.



Activities require more detail – and ideally make everything developmental.



Proof of activity/achievement should not be cumbersome.



The list of activities is a working document. Schools welcomed to propose ideas.

5. Agenda and content for the next Working Party meeting.
Further to the above, the group discussed the content and possible date for the next Working Party.
It was agreed that a follow-up meeting is necessary in order to start rolling out the scheme. At this
point and by the next meeting, schools should be able to:


Report on the number of credits they currently account for. This will allow for establishing a
baseline of credits per school. This should be in place by the next Working Party meeting.



Once the baseline is set, it should be easier to establish the number of credits to qualify for
each stage, or perhaps a gradual increase in credits (in %).



The Working Party asked for more detail in activities, but Core Groups feels that schools can
start with activities as they are. The list of activities is a working document and it can be
amended as the work progresses.



Schools would need an easy template to report progress on activities.
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The Working Party meeting was scheduled for Wednesday 21st November at 4pm at the University. JL
shall make the call for teachers to attend.
AOB


GP left the meeting at 5pm. AF gave him a replica of the Slam trophy and a card for Lauren
Gear (the student from Westside who represented Gibraltar in Brussels).



DoE and DEHCC are committed to ClimACT until the project end date (June 2019). By then,
ClimACT will have assisted schools in establishing solid foundations in order to continue with
the work developed and progress on the Sustainable Schools framework. The approach of the
Commissioner for Sustainable Development, who has already met with officers from DoE (JL)
and DEHCC (EP), should acknowledge such groundwork and adapt to the work environment
established already.



There was no time to discuss Agenda point 6. AF will inform the group of any updates.

Action points


AF to draft a template for activity report. Accessible and editable online. To be shared with
the Core Group for feedback.



AF to prepare an agenda-pwp for the next Working Party.



JL to inform Working Party members of the next meeting.



Core group members to check teaching and learning content of ClimACT.net.



AF to enquire with Marta/Joana for more information about the final conference in Lisbon.



Once environmental reports are ready, EP will schedule meeting with schools.
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6. List of attendees
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7. Photos of attendees

From left to right (clockwise): SB, KW, DM, GP, JL, EP, HG, LP

From left to right (clockwise): GP, JL, EP, HG, LP, SB, KW, DM
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
CLIMACT / SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES
Date:
Thursday, 6th Dec 2018

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Conference Hall

Attendees (in alphabetical order);
No

Surname

Name

Organisation/School

1

Marsden

Denise

Bayside School

2

Golt

Monica

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

3

Howard

Natalia

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

4

Mellin

Jemila

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

5

Moreno

Dale

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

6

Parral

Lianne

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

7

Russo

Ian

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

8

Prescott

Elaine

DEHCC

9

Linares

Jackie

Dept of Education

10

Bosano

Gianna

Gibraltar College

11

Piñero

Lisanne

Governor's Meadow First School

12

Lomax

Robert

Hebrew Primary School

13

Garner

Gaby

Loreto Convent (Middle School)

14

Federico

Cathy

St. Anne's Middle School

15

Pardo-Gomez

Lizanne

St. Anne's Middle School

16

Benzecry

Elaine

St. Bernard's First School

17

Wahnon

Kevin

St. Bernard's First School

18

Clinton

Ewen

St. Joseph's Middle School

19

Capurro

Ian

St. Mary's First School

20

Caruana

Charlene

St. Mary's First School

21

Enriles

Lorraine

St. Paul's First School

22

Aguilera

Jerry

St. Paul's First School + Nursery

23

Fernandez

Amaia

University of Gibraltar

24

Parody

George

University of Gibraltar

25

Coelho

Anne

Westside School

Apologies;



St. Joseph’s First School
St. Bernard's Middle School
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Agenda points:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Sustainable Schools: Aim, Structure and Stages
Activities and credits
Activity report
Discussion & Way forward

Outline of the session, and summary of discussions:

1. Sustainable schools: Aim, Structure and Stages
-

Jackie welcomed the attendees and started the session by reminding them of the aim for
‘Sustainable Schools Gibraltar’. She presented the structure (i.e. Foundation, Bronze, Silver
and Gold Stages) to those teachers not yet familiarised with the scheme.

-

Jackie described the elements of learning that schools should link up to the rolling out of the
programme: teamwork, communication and creation, personalisation of learning, critical
thinking and real-world engagement.

-

Jackie emphasised that schools should not take this initiative on a competitive basis since the
aim is to attain quality and competences, as opposed to completing activities just to ‘tickboxes’ to progress on the stages.

-

The objective is to embed sustainability within schools’ ethos and to gain critical learning skills,
which takes time. If the progress is rushed, it could become a burden and schools may lose
motivation and interest in the programme. In order to be a success, schools must enjoy the
process and for that, there has to be a reasonable balance between yearly objectives and the
effort that this implies for each school.

2. Activities and credits
-

Jackie showed the list of activities and credits that were identified by teachers as a result of
the various working party meetings.

-

She mentioned that activities could be personalised per school and that the list is not
restrictive. As such, activities can be added in order to accommodate each school’s progress.

-

Having qualified for a stage (e.g. Bronze) means that a school has attained a certain level of
competence. Such level of competence implies that the school has successfully embedded
initiatives within its learning experience. It was then explained that once initiatives have
become part of the school ethos, it should follow that they will be maintained even when
progressing to the next level. Therefore, after a school has qualified for a particular stage, that
recognition should not be taken away. These stages should be maintained in the long term,
however if a school cannot prove they are maintaining these standards, they will be asked to
restart the process.
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-

It is key to have the Foundation Stage well established before schools move on to the next
stages. Without a functional school committee in place, it would become harder and harder
to progress onto the next stages while maintaining and embedding previous initiatives.

-

Jackie reiterated that teachers should pass on the information within their schools and
empower colleagues and students to be proactive. Schools need to be aware of the structure
so that they can plan accordingly and progress effectively. Schools could also link their
activities with international initiatives.

3. Activity report
-

Amaia presented the template for reporting school activities. The aim of the template is to
facilitate Jackie and the Department of Education’s work on monitoring the progress by having
all schools reporting back to them in the same format. The content of the report is basic but
enough to have an overview of the schools’ activities and progress.

-

The document is available online and it updates automatically as schools input their activities.
In addition, schools accessing the document would be able to see what other schools and
colleagues have done in a particular area, meaning they will be able to benefit from sharing
ideas.

-

Teachers suggested changing the title of the box ‘Proof of achievement’ to a heading that
sounded less demanding, in order to lift pressure off the schools.

-

George emphasised that schools must have their foundation Stage in place before they can
start reporting on activities. However, for those schools willing to complete the Activity
Report, credits shall only be taken into account towards their progress when their Foundation
Stage has been well-established.

4. Discussion and way forward
-

At the last Working Party (June 2018) teachers grouped the activities by credits (based on their
level of difficulty), but did not have the time to allocate the credits that would qualify for each
Stage. Therefore, since schools are trialling the scheme, Jackie suggested the following credits
to kick-start the programme, which would be subject to revision, as the scheme develops:
o
o
o

-

100 credits to qualify for Bronze
200 credits to qualify for Silver
300 credits to qualify for Gold

The activities undertaken to progress on to the different stages cannot be the same from one
level to another. Once a level is attained, those activities should become embedded into
schools’ ethos and therefore schools should aim to include new initiatives in their educational
experience.
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-

Once a particular stage is attained (level of competence), schools could stay on the same stage
for as long as they wish, provided that activities are sustained and proof is shown every 3
years.

-

It was suggested that schools could be invited to present their progress at the next Working
Party meeting (Feb 2019). Sharing achievements could help other schools to conceive ideas
and encourage colleagues. Teachers also suggested that they could do a brainstorming session
at the next Working Party.

-

As a school initiative, the trip to the Los Barrios waste plant was highly recommended by the
teachers attending the meeting. Some of them had already been with their school year groups
and said it was eye-opening to see, first-hand, the sorting and recycling facilities as well as the
disposal of waste in the landfill.

-

Teachers proposed that a visit to the plant in Los Barrios could be planned during an in-service,
as it only takes a few hours, which would allow teachers to continue with their training in the
afternoon. This way, teachers could experience the visit themselves before taking their year
groups.

-

Teachers also suggested that a local visit to the Eco-Park facilities could be arranged, as well
as another visit to Metal Rock. However, the latter would not be recommended for the
younger children, due to safety aspects.

-

As the scheme does not aim to be competitive and is not intended to make schools rush to
progress, attendees suggested loosening the proposed milestones and dates. As such, it was
agreed to push the Foundation Stage forwards, from December 2018 to the end of the 18/19
Academic year. This will then relieve pressure from the schools themselves while preserving
a healthy level of motivation.

5. Conclusions & Action Points
-

Send power point presentation to schools (Jackie Linares).

-

Achievement of the Foundation Stage by the end of the 18/19 Academic year.

-

Add NGO’s details to the Activity Report.

-

Teachers to provide contact details of Los Barrios waste plant/Metal Rock etc.

-

Schools to present achievements/progress at the next Working Party meeting.

6. AOB
-

After teachers had left, George Parody mentioned that the Working Party members could
work on a ‘ClimACT initiative’, similar to that of the World Environment Day (WED). However
this idea would be steered solely by the schools themselves and involve just the schools. E.g.
a ‘Sustainable Schools Day’ that would belong to schools.
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8. Photos of the meeting

Jackie Linares addressing Agenda Point 4

Attendees discussing after Jackie’s presentation
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Jackie presenting the way forward
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
UNIGIB / DOE / DEHCC
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS COMMITTEE MEETING
Date:
Wed, 6th February 2019

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Boardroom

Attendees (in alphabetical order, by surname);
1

Sean Ballester (SB)

Westside School (Co-opted member)

2

Amaia Fernandez (AF)

University of Gibraltar

3

Hannah Gonzalez (HG)

University of Gibraltar

4

Jackie Linares (JL)

Department of Education (DoE), Education Adviser

5

Denise Marsden (DM)

Bayside Comprehensive School

6

George Parody (GP)

7

Elaine Prescott (EP)

8

Kevin Wahnon (KW)

University of Gibraltar
HM GoG Department of the Environment, Heritage and Climate
Change (DEHCC), Assistant Environment Officer
St. Bernard’s First School

Proposed agenda points:
1. ClimACT Final Event, 9th & 10th May 2019
a. Young Enterprise Students?
b. Dates of students’ & teachers’ availability
c. Costs of travel/accommodation
d. Tentative numbers
2. Agenda and content for the next Working Party/NGO meeting, 27th February 2019
3. Setting up of Student Working Party
4. Online platform to share activities and progress beyond ClimACT
5. Governor’s interest
Outline of the meeting:
At the beginning of the meeting, attendees were asked to sign the attendance register (attached to
this document).
AF presented the agenda points and the group commenced with item one:
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1. ClimACT Final Event, 9th & 10th May 2019
a. Young Enterprise Students?
The discussion points included the following:


Final event in Lisbon, 9-10th May 2019; it was agreed that it would make more sense to take
a team from the Young Enterprise initiative, rather than pupils from Year 9, taking their
different ages and travelling logistics into account.



There was discussion among the group as to how to decide which group to take and that a
meeting with the organisers of the Young Enterprise initiative would probably be most
appropriate.



However when JL arrived, she confirmed that she had already spoken to the relevant people
at the Young Enterprise organisation and that those people were on board with the idea. She
further

confirmed

that

it

would

be

those

groups

who

had

incorporated

environmental/sustainable aspects into their Young Enterprise projects that would be
considered for the trip to Lisbon. It was also factored in that these groups would need to give
their own consent to want to go to Lisbon, but that it would present all the groups with a
fantastic opportunity for exposure on a larger scale.


It was agreed that each group who was willing to, would give a presentation to the ClimACT
Core Committee and that the project which best conformed to ClimACT’s aims would be
picked to go to Lisbon. It was discussed that the criteria that needed to be met was that the
aims behind the projects were in line with ClimACT’s vision and that the product’s potential
profit margin would not be taken into account.

b. Dates of students’ & teachers’ availability;
c. Costs of travel/accommodation;
d. Tentative numbers.


SB expressed concern about the dates that the Final Event will be taking place. May is usually
the time during which local students, at Comprehensive level, take their exams. However,
since the Young Enterprise students are AS Level students, it could be more possible that a lot
of them would not have exams taking place at the end of the current academic year, given
they are following linear formats.



JL confirmed Ian Torrilla would be sending her the list of students and that this list would be
compared against exam dates; this would then enable her to see the feasibility of taking a
group to Lisbon.



AF presented an idea of the costs that the trip would incur and said that she and HG had done
some research into the costs of hotels and hostels in Lisbon. She confirmed that the coach trip
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would cost in the region of £2,500 inclusive of having the coach driver remain in Lisbon with
the group and that they would provide transport in and around Lisbon too.


It was unanimously agreed that all members who made up a Young Enterprise group would
be taken to Lisbon as in other instances and for other competitions, only a portion of the group
have been provided for. Therefore, the Core Committee agreed that they were looking at
taking possibly 15 people, inclusive of teachers, in total.

2. Agenda and content for the next Working Party/NGO meeting, 27th February 2019. (Agenda
Point 5 was also incorporated in to this discussion; Governor’s interest)


The date for the next Working Party meeting was agreed for the 27th February at 4pm. JL said
she would send an email contacting the members of the Party and inform them of the date
and time and asking them to attend, if they were able to. It was also agreed that in the same
email, she would ask each school to provide two or three photos of their progress and
initiatives and that all the photos would then be collated in to a general PowerPoint
presentation which the core group would present to the schools so each could celebrate each
other’s accomplishments.



AF confirmed she would send an email to the NGO’s with the same information and inviting
them to also attend. AF also informed the group that His Excellency is very interested in
ClimACT and their work so she would be sending an email to his PA to ask if HE was able to
attend on the 27th too.



After discussion, it was agreed that two or three schools (possibly Governor’s Meadow,
Hebrew Primary school and the Gibraltar College) would be asked to give short presentations
on their achievements so far and that it would be a chance to showcase their progress, as well
as a way to share ideas with other schools. It was agreed that the NGO’s would not be asked
to give presentations as well, given the time constraints. However, if they so wished, they
could give a small update regarding their engagement with local schools this year.



SB also mentioned that he felt it might be a good idea to share ClimACT’s video at the
beginning of the meeting. The teachers had not been able to see it when it had been unveiled
during the seminar in September. The rest of the group were in agreement with this.

AOB


It was agreed that agenda points 3 and 4 would be discussed in more depth during a future
meeting.



In respect of point 4, DM mentioned that in her school, they use Schoology as their main online
platform and information is shared through this.
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The setting up of a Student working party is to be discussed in more depth during the Working
Party meeting on 27th February.

Action points


JL to inform Working Party members of the next meeting and request photos of
progress/initiatives from them.



AF to send email to NGO group and Governor’s PA to inform them of meeting on 27th
February.



JL to liaise with Ian Torrilla regarding the list of students involved in the Young Enterprise
initiative and feasibility of taking a group to Lisbon in light of exam dates.



When confirmed, Young Enterprise groups whose projects have environmental aspect to give
presentations to Core Committee (possibly late March) in order to choose who will go to
Lisbon.



SB to look at the Young Enterprise (Y.E.) judging criteria and to put together sustainability
criteria in relation to ClimACT in order to select a winning team for Lisbon.



JL, GP, AF, EP and HG to meet on Thursday 14th February to further discuss the PowerPoint
presentation and agenda for the meeting on 27th February.
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3. List of attendees
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4. Photos of attendees

From left to right (clockwise): GP, JL, EP, DM, AF, SB

From left to right (clockwise): KW, GP, JL, EP, DM, AF, SB
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
CLIMACT / SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES & NGOs
Date:
Wed, 27th Feb 2019

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Seminar Room 5

Attendees (in alphabetical order);
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Surname
Abecasis
Aguilera
Baccrese
Ballester
Beltran
Bosano
Capurro
Caruana
Clinton
Coelho
Enriles
Fernandez
Foster
Garcia
Gilder
Golt
Latin
Howitt
Linares
Marsden
Moreno
Parody
Parral
Piñero
Prescott
Prior-Hawkins
Ramagge
Reyes
Russo
Sanguinetti
Saxby
Triay

33 Wahnon

Name

Organisation/School

Leon
Jerry
Elaine
Sean
Mark
Gianna
Ian
Charlene
Ewen
Anne
Lorraine
Amaia
Sarah
Nadyle
Christine
Monica
Elaine
Janet
Jackie
Denise
Dale
George
Lianne
Lisanne
Elaine
Jacqui
Arthur
Katrin
Ian
Arianne
Paula
Conchita

Gibraltar College
St. Paul's First School + Nursery
St. Anne's Middle School
Westside School
St. Joseph's First School
Gibraltar College
St. Mary's First School
St. Mary's First School
St. Joseph's Middle School
Westside School
St. Paul's First School
University of Gibraltar
Dept of Edu B.E.S.T (Behavioural and Educational Support Team)
St. Anne's Middle School
Alameda Botanic Gardens
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
Notre Dame First School
Environmental Safety Group (ESG)
Dept of Education
Bayside School
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
University of Gibraltar
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
Governor's Meadow First School
DEHCC
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
Gibraltar College
St. Paul's First School
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
St. Joseph's First School
St. Bernard's Middle School
Environmental Safety Group (ESG)

Kevin

St. Bernard's First School
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Agenda points:
1) ClimACT video
2) Sustainable Schools: Aim, structure and progress
3) Presentations from Gibraltar College of Further Education (GCFE), Hebrew Primary School
(HPS) and Governors Meadow First School (GM).
4) Discussion

Outline of the session, and summary of discussions:

1. ClimACT video
-

Amaia welcomed the attendees and started the session by presenting the short ClimACT
video, which was produced in September 2018 for the ClimACT seminar.

-

Local students and teachers participate in the video, alongside counterparts from France,
Portugal and Spain, as ClimACT is an international initiative.

-

The video is publicly available and schools can get inspire by it in order to produce their own
Gibraltar video, which could be a collective project. Drama and IT students could be involved
in the production of the video, as part of their studies.

-

The idea of producing a local video was welcomed positively by the attendees.

2. Sustainable Schools: Aim, structure and progress
-

Jackie reminded the attendees of the aim for ‘Sustainable Schools Gibraltar’. She recapped
the elements of learning that schools should link up to the rolling out of the programme:
teamwork, communication and creation, personalisation of learning, critical thinking and realworld engagement.

-

Jackie quickly run by the structure, stages and credits (i.e. Foundation, Bronze, Silver and Gold
Stages), a useful refresher for the teachers and in particular for those new at the Working
Party not so familiarised yet with the scheme.

-

Jackie reiterated that schools should not take this initiative on a competitive basis since the
aim is to attain quality and competences. The objective is to embed sustainability within
schools’ ethos and to gain critical learning skills, for as long as it takes. Therefore, there is no
timeline to complete the programme.

-

As such, once a stage is attained (level of competence) schools can stay on the same stage for
as long as they wish. The stage (level of competence) would be renewed after a three year
period if activities are sustained and proof is shown – relevant Activity Reports should be
produced.

-

Jackie emphasised that the scheme is still at an early piloting stage and therefore it is subject
to amendments and contributions from schools as it develops.
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-

She quickly showed the list of activities and credits and the template for Activity Report, which
has been included in the presentation for reference.

3. Presentations from First, Middle and Secondary schools
-

Ahead of the meeting schools were asked to produce 2-3 slides including photos and
information on initiatives they have carried out in order to give an over view of their work.

-

Jackie showed the materials that schools had put together for the meeting. The schools which
sent their inputs in time for the meeting had the opportunity to showcase and celebrate their,
namely:

-

o

St. Joseph’s First School & Nursery

o

St. Mary’s First School

o

St. Bernard’s First School

o

St. Anne’s Middle School

o

Westside Comprehensive School

o

Bayside Comprehensive School

Some remarks arising from the discussions were the following:
o

Eco-warriors in playgrounds are being adopted more and more by schools; it has
become a standard practice for many of them.

o

The creation of Eco-groups or assemblies within schools is gathering momentum and
they are increasing in number, activities and responsibility within schools’ structure.

o

Schools are increasing efforts to embed sustainability in their day-to-day lessons. For
example, Bayside is committed to run an Environmental Week every other year, which
is a whole school approach that incorporates sustainability in every aspect affecting
the school.

o

With so many school activities happening throughout the school year, awareness is
increasing towards promoting ‘Plastic free events’ and ‘0 residue’ activities.

o

The majority of schools seem to have recycling bins now in place, keeping consistency
throughout all the schools, which facilitates the learning when staff or students move
from one school to another.

o

The water fountains recently installed at Westside School attracted significant
interest and attendees enquired about the service provider, installation and running
costs. The fountains currently at Westside could be used by other schools once
Westside has moved to their new premises.

o

Westside’s Eco-Group has produced a webpage which collects the activities carried
out at the school and includes testimonials from students. The webpage is currently
in working progress but it could be made accessible to all schools in the future and
transform it into a joint cross-school project.
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4. Presentations from GCFE, HPS and GM
-

-

-

GCFE, Guianna Bosano and Arthur Ramagge, presented their progress to attendees. This
included remarks such as:
o

A sustainability working group has been established.

o

Delivery of a 1 year and 5 year plan of action.

o

Their student handbook and induction lectures include references to the environment
and sustainable principles.

o

The GCFE is looking into including Continuing Professional Development (CPD) in the
field of sustainable development.

o

Production of monthly newsletters with relevant references to environmental
initiatives and projects undertaken by the school.

o

A dedicated wall display which gives visibility to the activities and encourages more
initiatives. Only one copy of each material is printed for display. Any additional
material is distributed electronically.

o

GCFE has already planned activities for the next year, which include: printing credits,
paperless student applications, air quality monitors in classrooms, filtered water
fountains, promotion of Young Enterprise teams, continue to embed environmental
topics in subjects and tutorials and the introduction of environmental vocational
courses.

GM, Lisanne Piñero, presented the progress and achievements at her school. It included the
following remarks:
o

Inclusion of sustainability as part of CPD.

o

The relevance of community projects (e.g. outings to learn about the water
catchments). Project based learning (PBL) is gathering momentum.

o

Significant efforts to embed learning in curriculum are being made.

o

Implementation of Eco-warriors in the playground alongside a ‘Quiet Playground’. The
latter provides an additional space for pupils which inspires reflection and encourages
questions about the outdoor spaces and the environment.

HPS (Robert Lomax) was unable to attend the meeting and therefore his presentation was
rescheduled for future Working Party meetings.

5. Discussion and Action Points
-

As in previous meetings, it was highlighted that the scheme does not aim to be competitive
and it is not intended to make schools rush to progress. The aim is that schools enjoy the
process whilst they learn throughout the journey. This shall relieve pressure from the schools
themselves while preserving a healthy level of motivation.
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-

Jackie Linares explained that ClimACT will celebrate a final conference in Lisbon in May 2019
and that Young Enterprise students will present their environmental projects at the
international conference.

6. Action points
-

The next Working Party is likely to be scheduled before Easter. Jackie Linares will make the
call in due course. St. Joseph’s First school will be invited to present their progress, alongside
other schools.

-

Attendees suggested that a nice group photo and press release could be prepared to celebrate
the closure of the project and the academic year.

7. AOB
-

On this occasion, NGOs were invited to the meeting, as they work closely with schools,
contributing to the discussion and inspiring ideas.

-

A video of Greta Thunberg, a young Swedish activist fighting against climate change, was
played on the TV screen after attendees discussed the power of her message (school strikes
on Fridays until Governments take action to stop climate change) and the impact she has
created in students and schools around the globe.

-

Arthur Ramagge (GCFE) enquired about the role of the Commissioner for Sustainable
Development. Jackie Linares answered that once ClimACT comes to an end in June 2019,
avenues could be explored to marry, in the best possible way, the work that has been carried
out by the Working Party with the approach from the Commissioner, where applicable.
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8. List of attendees
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9. Photos of the meeting

Amaia Fernandez addressing Agenda Point 1

Attendees discussing during the presentations
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Jackie giving an overview of the progress of schools
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
CLIMACT / SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES
Date:
Tues, 2nd April 2019

Time:
4pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Seminar Room 5

Attendees (in alphabetical order);
No

Surname

Name

Organisation/School

1
2

Aguilera
Ballester

Jerry
Sean

St. Paul's First School + Nursery
Westside School

3
4

Beltran
Berllaque

Mark
Jenique

St. Joseph's First School
Westside School

5

Burgod

Charmaine

St. Joseph's First School

6
7

Capurro
Caruana

Ian
Charlene

St. Mary's First School
St. Mary's First School

8
9

Clinton
Coelho

Jeremy
Anne

St. Joseph's First School
Westside School

10 Enriles

Lorraine

St. Paul's First School

11 Federico
12 Fernandez

Cathy
Chrisanne

St. Anne's Middle School
Notre Dame First School

13 Fernandez
14 Foster

Amaia
Sarah

University of Gibraltar
Dept of Edu B.E.S.T (Behavioural and Educational Support Team)

15 Golt
16 Howard

Monica
Natalia

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

17 Lester

Gaynor

Bayside School

18 Linares
19 Lomax
20 Marsden

Jackie
Robert
Caitlin

Dept of Education
Hebrew Primary School
Bayside School

21 Mellin
22 Parody

Jemila
George

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
University of Gibraltar

23 Parral
24 Piñero
25 Pitchford

Lianne
Lisanne

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School
Governor's Meadow First School

Mandy

Loreto Convent (First School)

26 Prescott
27 Prior-Hawkins

Elaine
Jacqui

DEHCC
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

28 Reyes
29 Russo

Katrin
Ian

St. Paul's First School
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

30 Sanguinetti
31 Saxby
32 Wahnon

Arianne
Paula

St. Joseph's First School
St. Bernard's Middle School

Kevin

St. Bernard's First School

33 Wallace

Marie

Loreto Convent
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Also in attendance:
1. Min Cortes
2. Chris Gomila (Dept. Edu)
3. Christine Gilder (Alameda Gardens)
4. Janet Howitt (ESG)
5. Jessica Leaper (Alameda Wildlife Conservation Park)
Agenda points:
1) Welcome
2) Recap video
3) Presentations from schools:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Hebrew Primary School (HPS)
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School (BFMS)
Westside School (WS)
St. Joseph’s First School (SJFS)
St. Paul’s First School (SPFS)

4) Discussion

Outline of the session, and summary of discussions:

1. Welcome
-

Amaia Fernandez (AF) opened the session by welcoming the attendees and she gave special
thanks to Minister Cortes and Chris Gomila (Dept. Education) for attending the meeting.

-

Jackie Linares (JL) also welcomed the attendees.

-

Both AF and JL presented the agenda for the meeting.

2. Recap video
-

AF showed a summary video, which included the work done on ClimACT and by the Working
Party over the past months.

3. Presentations from schools
-

Hebrew Primary School (HPS). Robert Lomax (RL) presented their school initiatives, which
included an Environmental Audit on Electricity and Water consumption and the recycling
activity at school. By recording and monitoring data, the school has been able to detect areas
for improvement and apply corrective measures to achieve a more sustainable running of the
school. Students have set up an Eco-Council at school by which they propose sustainable
initiatives to teachers, who facilitate the implementation of those proposals. Students
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produced a ‘Recycling Rap’ motto for the school, which has become very popular. ProjectBased Learning (PBL)
-

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle Schools (BFMS). Ian Russo (IR) delivered the presentation on behalf
of the school. They have reduced plastic usage considerably within the school (e.g. by
implementing bamboo cutlery) and students now use custom-made reusable water bottles
with the school logo. They have a gardening project, which is looked after by the students and
where employed materials comprise e.g. upcycled empty plastic bottles. The schools has also
worked very hard in education and recycling and they have promoted Eco-Warriors including
a ‘professional job-description’ for the role, an activity that the students have taken on board
very seriously. The school has redesigned their interim reports, which has led to a significant
reduction on the amount of paper used. Their school handcrafts are made of recycled and
upcycled materials, usually delivered through DT curriculum. The schools keeps now monthly
records of their amount of paper/cardboard and plastics disposed of for recycling.

-

Westside School (WS). Sean Ballester (SB), Anne Coelho (AC) and Jenique Berllaque (JB)
delivered the presentation on behalf of Westside School. They explained their action plan for
the 2018/2019 academic year, which is divided into two phases. Phase 1 has been completed
and it included the set-up of a student & teacher Eco-Committee, a refuse initiative (remove
single-use plastic bottles), a reduce/reuse initiative (installation of water fountains and
promotion of reusable bottles) and a recycle initiative (introduction of recycling bins in
playgrounds). WS is now embarked in Phase 2 which encompasses curriculum links
(embedding sustainable learning within the curriculum), education (hosting assemblies across
all year groups), reinforcing (introducing recycling bins in all staff workrooms) and reviewing
(Eco website review and plan for the new school). The school was proud that student stood
up for the ‘Climate Strike Fridays’.

-

St. Joseph’s First School (SJFS). Charmaine Burgod (CB) and Mark Beltran (MB) gave the
presentation and explained the main schools initiatives that have had a significant impact on
the ethos of the school. Bringing children on board has been the key for success since kids at
young age strongly commit to the initiatives and even take them beyond school, influencing
their families and friends to act more sustainably. School initiatives involve students, teachers,
lunch supervisors, caretakers and cleaners. The schools has encouraged recycling, reuse of
materials, displays, outings and school plays, all of them linked to PBL projects as a way
embedding the learning in cross-curriculum lessons. The two initiatives that were most
welcomed by the attendees were the ‘Sustainable Garden’ in the playground, including a
compost maker, entirely made of reclaimed/upcycled materials, and the ‘reusable-recyclable
wet wipes’ system, which the attendees experienced first-hand as MB brought a sample of it.
The schools has also implemented Eco-Monitors. CB explained that the progress is part of the
performance management of teachers and said their intention is to progress on this and make
it a school policy (led by the year coordinator). Attendees suggested that this could become a
Department policy and agreed to work on the initiative in subsequent Working Party
meetings.

-

St. Paul’s First School (SPFS). Jerry Aguilera (JA), Lorraine Enriles (LE) and Katrin Reyes (KR)
presented the achievements of the school. SPFS also have implemented an ‘Eco-Friendly’
team, with the aim of developing the school to be as sustainable as possible; raising awareness
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across the whole school community. The schools has also put a strong focus on recycling and
reusing materials for classroom activities and school displays. Teachers are now more aware
of using less paper in class and there are light monitors in every class. The school has adapted
their lesson plans to use more recycled materials. Most school correspondence is now sent
electronically to parents. JA mentioned that their IT teacher would be happy to share their
experience with the other schools. Personalised St. Paul’s water bottles have been very
popular too. The school also has a gardening club, in which kids from each year group take
part on a weekly basis. They are also promoting bee keeping since bees are essential for
humans. Moving forward, the school is aiming to do more trips linked to sustainability, take
action on nearby community by cleaning up the Varyl Begg vicinity, promote a walk to school
day and Eco-Buddies. SPFS is also aiming to work on a whole school sustainability policy next
year.
4. Discussion
-

The Minister praised the work done by the schools and encouraged them to keep on working
on this direction.

-

No other particular items were discussed.

5. AOB
-

JL presented the Gibraltar Mini-Hackathon scheduled for 22nd May at 2.30pm at the
University. The event is organised by The Leadership Foundation and the Dept. of Education
and it is hosted and facilitated by the University. JL asked for teachers and students to
volunteer for the event.

6. Action points
-

Working Party to work on a ‘Sustainability policy’ in subsequent meetings, ideally to be
adopted by all schools.

-

JL shall make the call for the next Working Party meeting.
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8. Photos of the meeting

AF and JL opening the session and welcoming the attendees

IR presenting the initiatives of BFMS
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Attendees listening to school presentations
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ClimACT – SOE1/P3/P0429
CLIMACT / SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES
Date:
Tues, 18 June 2019

Time:
1pm

Venue:
University of Gibraltar, Seminar Room 9

Attendees (in alphabetical order);
No

Surname

Name

Organisation/School

1

Aguilera

Jerry

St. Paul's First School + Nursery

2

Ballester

Sean

Westside School

3

Beltran

Mark

St. Joseph's First School

4

Bosano

Melissa

Westside School

5

Burgod

Charmaine

St. Joseph's First School

6

Capurro

Ian

St. Mary's First School

7

Caruana

Charlene

St. Mary's First School

8

Clinton

Ewen

St. Joseph's Middle School

9

Clinton

Jeremy

St. Joseph's First School

10 Coelho

Anne

Westside School

11 Enriles

Lorraine

St. Paul's First School

12 Federico

Cathy

St. Anne's Middle School

13 Fernandez

Amaia

University of Gibraltar

14 Foster

Sarah

Dept of Edu B.E.S.T (Behavioural and Educational Support Team)

15 Garcia

Louise

Bayside School

16 Holmes

Desiree

St. Bernard's Middle School

17 Linares

Jackie

Dept of Education

18 Marsden

Denise

Bayside School

19 Montegriffo

Amy

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

20 Montegriffo

Gizelle

St. Joseph's First School

21 Pardo-Gomez

Lizanne

St. Anne's Middle School

22 Parody
23 Parral

George
Lianne

University of Gibraltar
Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

24 Prescott
25 Prior-Hawkins

Elaine

DEHCC

Jacqui

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

26 Ramagge
27 Reyes

Arthur

Gibraltar College

Katrin

St. Paul's First School

28 Russo
29 Saxby

Ian

Bishop Fitzgerald Middle School

Paula

St. Bernard's Middle School

30 Trinidad
31 Wahnon

Tiana

St. Joseph's First School

Kevin

St. Bernard's First School
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Also in attendance:
1. Lewis Stagnetto (The Nautilus Project)
Agenda points:
1) Summary of the Lisbon conference
2) Celebration of progress
3) Schools’ input on their stages
4) Plans for 2019/20
5) Helsinki training
6) Low Carbon game

Outline of the session, and summary of discussions:
Prior to the meeting, a quick lunch was offered to the attendees to celebrate the end of the project.
The group also celebrated the award won by ClimACT on the EU Sustainable Energy Week 2019 in the
Youth category.
1. Summary of the Lisbon conference
-

Amaia Fernandez (AF) briefed the attendees on the two-day conference held in Lisbon in May
2019. The conference celebrated the closure of the project and received over 80 attendees
including institutions and schools from Gibraltar, France, Portugal and Spain.

-

The Gibraltar delegation included two Young Enterprise (YE) groups who presented their
projects ‘The Ambient Project’ and ‘Compass Direct’. Students also took part on a
performance, which included dance, music and acting disciplines, through which they
expressed the impacts of climate change and actions to reduce the carbon footprint at
schools.

-

AF updated the conference attendees on the progress made in Gibraltar, where teachers have
shaped the aim, the structure and operation of Sustainable Schools Gibraltar.

-

Teachers attending the ClimACT conference expressed their wishes to continue with the
relationship beyond the project’s lifespan.

2. Celebration of progress
-

Jackie Linares (JL) presented a video, which included recent activities developed by schools
e.g. World Environment Day (WED) celebrations, solar oven competition, World Ocean Day,
the Hackathon, and many more.
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-

AF handed over certificates to schools in recognition of their achievements, dedication and
commitment towards embedding sustainable principles in schools ethos and curricula. The
certificate acknowledged the achievement of the Foundation Stage by all schools.

3. Schools input on their stages
-

The proposed google docs to monitor and follow-up schools’ progress has not worked out as
initially planned. However, schools are committed and want to show progress and advance on
the stages.

-

Therefore, JL shall circulate by email to schools the list of activities, so that schools can simply
‘tick’ or add the activities they have accomplished over the past months.

-

The core group would then assess schools’ progress and start the 2019/20 academic year
based on that.

4. Plans for 2019/20
-

The working party agreed to continue with this forum and meet regularly to exchange ideas
and have a support network.

-

JL mentioned that the involvement of the Commissioner for Sustainable Development
(Daniella Tilbury) is not clear yet.

-

Teachers discussed some ideas which could be implemented during the next academic year.
E.g.: monthly monitoring of water and electricity consumption by each school, e-registers, emarking books, pollution monitors, campaigns to prevent car idling, a ‘Walking bus’ / ‘traffic
free Tuesdays’ (which Loreto currently does), another Hackathon edition, involve parents in
the activities proposed by schools’ eco-groups.

-

These ideas would be further explored in subsequent meetings to mark the start of the
2019/20 year.

5. Helsinki training
-

Two teachers from the working party have been selected to attend a high-level training on
education for sustainable development in Helsinki in July.

-

The teachers are Gianna Bosano (GB) from the Gibraltar College and Jackie Linares (JL),
Education Adviser (previously at St. Anne’s Middle School).

-

Both GB and JL shall report to the group on the next session.

6. Low carbon game
-

Schools received the ‘Low Carbon’ board game produced for ClimACT in which students learn
by playing the role of a given country aiming to reduce their carbon emissions.

-

Schools were very thankful for the gift provided by ClimACT.
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-

AF also mentioned that a mat version of the game is also available for any school that wished
to have a fun game on e.g. a school open day or any other relevant occasion. The mat will be
kept at the University but schools or any other interested party are free to use it upon request
(via AF).

-

The mat game was displayed on WED 2019 at the Commonwealth Park and it was a hit.

7. AOB
-

Teachers agreed that the working party meetings have given them the confidence to take their
work on sustainability and education to the next level. The group has given the teachers the
ownership of the process has empowered them to involve younger students. Schools have
found a reliable network of like-minded colleagues.
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9. Photos of the meeting

AF and JL addressing the attendees and discussing inputs for next academic year

AF presenting the ClimACT certificates to schools
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Attendees waching the video presented by JL
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Annex 3: Portugal

Portugal: Focus group meeting on Integrating Education
for Sustainability in School Curricula
Several partners from ClimACT project had participated in Annual Eco-Schools Seminar that was
held in Ílhavo, Portugal between 20th and 22th January 2017. This event gathered more than 400
teachers, municipalities and professionals of environmental education. During the meeting, a
ClimACT focus group discussion was organiSed by ABAE about “Integrating Education for
Sustainability in School Curricula” (Focus Group #1) and account with 15 participants.
The list of participants is presented in Table 2 and Figure 2
Table 11 - List of participants in Focus Group #1

Name
Ana Isabel Ribeiro
Artur Vieira
Giovanni Giorgetti
Inês Correia
José Luis Alexandre
Karla Gonçalves
Margarida Bento Pinto
Margarida Gomes
Nuno Canha
Paulo Amorim
Pedro Pena
Renata Santos
Rui Xavier
Tânia Vicente
Vítor Manteigas

Institution
Câmara Municipal de Loures
Escola Júlio Dinis
ABAE
Escola Maria Veleda
Edigreen
Edigreen
Municipio de Matosinhos
ABAE
IST
Escola Júlio Dinis
Escola Mário Sá Carneiro
ESAS
Escola Júlio Dinis
ABAE
ESTeSL

Figure 20- Attendance List assigned (Focus Group Meeting #1)

Agenda of the Focus group meeting
Schedule

Topic

14:30 – 14:45

Presentation of the Participants

14:45 – 15:30

ClimACT Education

Trainers

15:30 – 16:00

PT2.9. Presentation of the training plan for the Elearning Module about sustainable development – ABAE
course for Low Carbon Teachers
Margarida Gomes
PT2.11. Presentation and discussion about
Gamification Module.
Share the Actions – Eco-Schools / ClimACT

16:00 – 16:30

Technical Component – ClimACT

16:00 – 16:15

Indoor Air Quality – To prevent air pollution in the IST
school community
Nuno Canha

14:45 – 15:00
15:00 – 15:30

Monitoring and Energy Efficiency in Low Carbon Edigreen
Schools
José Luis Alexandre
Duration of the session: 120 minutes approximately.
16:15 – 16:30

Minute of the Focus group meeting
The session was scheduled for 2:30 pm and, due to the delay in the arrival of the participants,
began at 3:00 pm with the presence of 15 people from various entities, as presented on the
attendance sheet. After the individual presentation of each participant, Margarida Gomes,
coordinator at ABAE, requested that each person present the work so far carried out by each
school. Several examples were given, such as the questionnaires filled out by ESTeSL. This higher
school chose to organize the questionnaire on its own platform and obtained 530 answers.
The Basic School Júlio Dinis indicated that some of the terms used in the questionnaire are not
very understandable by students, such as bike path, metro, petition, among others. ABAE
presented the graphs of the results and some of the behaviors to be taken into account in the
analysis by each school, such as the rate of students going by car to school or not separating
waste in school (Presentation in attachment 6.2). There are several good practices identified as
always carrying reusable bags for purchases or even always turning off lights when they are not
needed.
Margarida Gomes presented the training plan of the e-learning course that will take place next
school year and Professor Artur of the Júlio Dinis School proposed to include also in this plan the
integration of the environmental themes in the curricular program.
Professor Renata Santos presented a game that will develop on the Day of Geography and the
engineer Alexandre, from Edigreen, proposed to include a glossary on the ClimACT themes in
the training plan with the explanation of technical concepts.
Margarida Gomes, Giovanni Giorgetti and Tânia Vicente (ABAE) presented the plan for the
development of games in the gamification module, such as “COP do Futuro” or solar cars built
by schools. The groups already constituted in the schools (Low Carbon Committee) were

presented. ESTeSL presented the plan for the environmental awareness campaigns as the
production of short videos (7 seconds) that will attract the attention of the academic
community.
The Júlio Dinis school presented an activity on air pollution that developed in partnership with
the police and community at the school, as well as actions to promote the use of public
transportation. Teacher Renata Santos will plan the activities of the school according to the
results of the ClimACT questionnaire.
The Maria Veleda school has already organized 4 brigades / groups of students that will make
their colleagues aware of good environmental practices (about waste, energy, food and water).
ESTeSL proposed that higher education students go to elementary schools to raise awareness
and work together on various environmental issues. The Mário Sá Carneiro school in Loures has
a team of students who visit other of the city and carry out environmental audits. Nuno Canha,
from IST, trained participants on indoor air quality and presented the importance of correct
airing in classrooms as well as various informations on the risks of air pollution to human health.
José Luís Alexandre, from Edigreen, gave training on the work that will be developed on
energymanagement in schools and presented the equipment and platform used in the ClimACT
project. For example, the platform will demonstrate in real time the energy consumption of each
school.
At the end, the organization thanked everyone for their presence and the meeting was
adjourned at 5:00 p.m., with no further business to discuss.

AOB during Focus group meeting
During the session, pictures were taken in all different moments of the event, from the
registration of attendees, the session explanation and some others of groups of attendees.

Pictures of the Session

Figure 21 - Focus Group Meeting about Education for Sustainability

Figure 22 - Focus Group Meeting about Education for Sustainability (II)

Figure 23 - Focus Group Meeting about Education for Sustainability (III)

Presentation on the Focus Group Meeting

Portugal: Focus group meeting
ISQ organized a focus group meeting entitled “Business models and management strategies for
schools”. This event was held in Oeiras, Portugal in 27th March 2017 and account with 8
participants.
The list of participants is presented in Table 4 and Figure 9.
Table 12 - List of participants in Focus Group #3

Name
António Pereira
João Pombo
Ricardo Leite
Luis Fernandes
Cláudia Mafra
Ricardo Rato
Marina Baptista
Sara Fernandes

Institution
EcoInside
ISQ
Galp
Grow Vision
ISQ
ISQ
ISQ
ISQ

Figure 24 – Attendance List assigned (Focus Group Meeting #3)

Minute of the focus group meeting
The scheduled meeting timetable was from 14:30 to 18:00. Participants gradually arrived from
14:20, they were offered coffee, sweets, juice and water and at 14:30 with the arrival of the last
summoned, the photos of the event were taken and the session begun.
Ricardo Rato gave his welcome to all participants and started the meeting presenting the project
(presentation is in attachment 6.3.).

The meeting was open for discussion and several participants had made questions about
ClimACT project and its strategies for schools.

AOB during focus group meeting
During the session, pictures were taken in all different moments of the event, from the
registration of attendees, the session explanation and some others of groups of attendees.
Pictures of the Session

Figure 25 - Focus Group Meeting about Business models

Attendance List Assigned (Focus Group Meeting)

Portugal: Focus group meeting (Seminário Eco-Escolas Guimarães)
ABAE organized a focus group meeting entitled “Fórum do Projeto Interreg Sudoe ClimACT”.
This event was held in Guimarães, Portugal in 26th January 2018 and account with 9 participants.
The list of participants is presented in Figure 11.

Figure 26 – Attendance List assigned (Focus Group Meeting #4)

Minute of the focus group meeting
The scheduled meeting timetable was from 17:30 to 19:30. Participants arrived and at 17:30
with the arrival of the last participant, the photos of the event were taken by Vítor Manteigas

(IST/ESTeSL) and the session begun. This meeting was attended by the Low Carbon Coordinators
of schools in Portugal.
Giovanni Giorgetti gave his welcome to all participants and started the meeting presenting the
situation of the project in Portugal and in other countries. The meeting was open for discussion
and all the teachers presented the work developed in each school and the difficulties they had
in the first year of the project.

AOB during focus group meeting
During the session, pictures were taken in all different moments of the event, from the session
explanation and some others of the participants.
Pictures of the Session

Portugal: Presentation of the ClimACT project
First External Advisory Board Meeting

Portugal

The first ClimACT External Advisory Board Meeting was hosted by Instituto Superior Técnico (IST)
and it was held at Bobadela (Portugal) on 7th September 2016. Twenty-one EAB members
participated in this meeting. The list with the names is presented bellow (Table 5).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Spain

10.
11.
12.

France

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Gibraltar
Andorra

20.
21.

Table 13 - List of EAB Members in 1st EAB Meeting

Câmara Municipal de Loures

Câmara Municipal de Matosinhos
Câmara Municipal de Vila Nova de Gaia
Agência Portuguesa do Ambiente - Ministério do Ambiente
Direção Geral da Educação - Ministério da Educação
Agência de Energia do Porto
Associação das Agências de Energia e Ambiente
Associação Pólo de Competitividade e Tecnologia da Energia
Associação Portuguesa das Empresas de Serviços de Energia
Ayuntamiento de Alcala de Hernares
Municipality of Seville
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment. Spanish Office of
Climate Change
Ministry of Education, culture and sports. Instituto Nacional de
Tecnologías Educativas y Formación
Agencia Pública Andaluza de Educación (Consejería de Educación, Junta
de Andalucía)
Agencia Andaluza de la Energía
Asociación de Educación Ambiental y del Consumidor
Argos. Proyectos educativos S.L.
Agence pour la Défense de l'Environnement et la Maîtrise de l'Energie
Her Majesty's Government of Gibraltar's Department of the
Environment and Climate Change
Her Majesty's Government of Gibraltar's Department of Education
Departament d'Escola Andorrana i Formació Andorrana, Ministeri
d'Educació i Ensenyament Superior

The working agenda of the Kick-off meeting was the following:
1. Reception of the EAB members;
2. Opening and Welcome Address;
3. General overview of the project: objectives, introduction of the team (beneficiaries and
EAB members) and structure of the project;
4. WP description and expected roles and involvement of each EAB member in the WP;
5. Round Table: SWOT analysis of the project.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
- Greater involvement of users
- Networking obligation
- More systematic information that allows better reference states.
- Environmental education in schools from childhood
- Trade of experiences between different countries and institutions
- More efficient management of school buildings.
- LCE = to save
- User + community – engagement approach
- Innovative business models
- Regional networks
- Relationship between members and university
- Motivation of partners
- Commitment of EAB members
- This project is in accordance to European aims and regulations. Less CO2 emissions will
be “a must” to achieved near zero energy near zero energy building (2018 public
buildings)
- High level of expertise from the coordinating entities
- Multinationalism – diversity of situations
- Multidisciplinary of the team
- Easy involvement of stakeholders
- Active involvement of stakeholders
- Ambitions
- Multidisciplinary
- Education at all levels
- Networking
- All in one solution
- Communication effort
- Broad partner and AB. BASE
- A lot of previous project and resources in the field that can be use as initial point
- Multidisciplinary networking development of tool to be used
- Good initial networking
- Good plan well thought!!!
Weaknesses
- Lack of dissemination effort form the schools outside of the project
- Different school curriculum between countries
- Requires collaboration of many decision agents
- Time for this ambitious project
- Level of information for the start of the project at school level
- Schools participations
- Implementation of action plans
- The need of “public contest” for the acquisition of goods and services in public sector

-

Lack of time (maybe)
Too many projects working in the same field
Little impact of project activities
Difficulty of communication and interaction between agents
There will be a multiplicity of different multi-speakers from which obtain the data.
Could be difficult to organize and coordinate them
Language and traduction
Validation path between partner and availability
Difficulty of interaction between various stakeholders
Discrepancies between the levels of information between partners
Slowness in represented
No funds are available for co-financing the implementation of project actions
Money not sure
Broad range of base variables (energy, IAQ, waste)
Correct definition of energy services level (lighting level, CO2 level, confort
parameters…)
May be too scientific/academic
Low reception of the schools to the project activities (meetings, AB..)
Lack of communication
Information of schools could be inappropriate
Poor knowledge of school staff

Opportunities
- Tools let the interaction between potential funding agents and school staffs
- New products and cheap coming!
- General project city
- Increase the know-how of the school community in this area
- It’s a way to reach all the community around schools
- Business models
- Opportunity to reach a large number of schools
- Opportunity to change attitudes in children driver to a much large scale change
- Holistic approach to the global problem through education
- Highlighting of the best energy efficiency solutions for buildings
- Teach future generations
- Engage local authorities
- Increased awareness and consequent changes in behavior
- Behavior changes
- Economic with possible increase of new businesses and jobs
- Common methodology to work with schools
- Exchange of experiences knowledge
- Increase know-how of schools
- Increase networking
- Common platform to gather info and share
- Education about sustainability for children, ensure sustainable future
- Networking e learning together

-

European targets to CO2 emissions decrease
Partnership with another research projects
Near zero energy buildings approach for schools
To improve indoor air quality and the learning work conditions for students and
teachers
New citizen skills needed for education
Networking LCE awareness
Increase of society awareness about low carbon economy sustainability
Rising awareness on sustainability by local governments
Work on a pilot model for "Scale up"
Opening new areas for deployment as other public buildings

Threats
- Schools selection and schools engagements
- Too ambitious goals to achieve, can be lost in time
- Effective motivation of audience, stakeholders and focus groups
- In some schools the fact that the management of more efficient buildings not translate
into direct benefits for school
- Don’t get many schools
- Lack of engagement form the school community
- Adequate choice of school liaison teacher/group
- Schools’ engagement (not) get involved with teacher and a student community
- Constraints due to lack of funds to implement important measures
- External changes: - regulations and contacts
- Impossible to see and prevent the results
- Don’t win access to schools, because only a low motivation level in school community
are achieved
- Perennity of project
- Animation along the times of actions
- Calendar
- ESCO contracts and public procurement.
- ESCO and “one school” financial dimension
- Lack of funding for implementing measures
- Lack of sustainability in time of the measures due to lack of maintenance
- Language barriers
- No use of beyond the lifespan of the project
- Behavior change resistance
- Investment costs of measures
- Different support to develop for different ages (elementary school and university)
- Other similar projects
- Lack of support or commitment by the stakeholders namely schools staff
- Economically

Figure 27 - EAB Participants and Speakers

Presentation of the ClimACT project to Pilot-Schools in
Matosinhos – first meeting
ABAE, in collaboration with EDIGREEN and the Associate Partner of the Municipality of
Matosinhos, organized a meeting with the representatives of the Pilot Schools of Matosinhos
and Vila Nova de Gaia to present the ClimACT project. This meeting took place on October 19,
2016 in the Municipal Library of Matosinhos. This meeting was attended by 8 people (Table 6
and Figure 15) who held an open discussion on the ClimACT project, the role of the partners and
the pilot schools throughout the project's time frame.
Table 14 - List of participants in Matosinhos' Meeting

Full Name
Margarida Gomes
Giovani Giorgetti
Renata Santos
Paulo Amorim
Ana Paula Castro
Karla G.
José L. Alexandre
Ricardo Teixeira

Affiliation
ABAE
ABAE
Escola Secundária Abel Salazar
E. B. Júlia Dinis
E.B. Padre Manuel
EDIGREEN
EDIGREEN
C. M. Matosinhos

Figure 28 - Attendance List assigned (Matosinhos first meeting)

Agenda of the first meeting in Matosinhos
ClimACT - Stakeholder Meeting in Matosinhos
Session
Participants
Margarida Gomes
14:00 - 14:30 Registration and delivery of documentation.
Ricardo Teixeira
José Alexandre
ClimACT project: Initial explanation, general Margarida Gomes
18:00 - 18:30
objectives, scope and expectations.
José Alexandre
Time

18:45 - 19:15

ClimACT project: structure, tasks, dates and work- Margarida Gomes
phases.
José Alexandre

19:15 - 19:30 Debate and answer to any doubts.

All

Duration of the session: 120 minutes approximately.

Minute of the first meeting in Matosinhos
Welcome and opening
The session began with the registration and delivery of the documentation to all participants
who attended representing to each educational centre or other institutions.
The institutions and the pilot-schools which attended to the session were the municipality of
Matosinhos, ABAE, EDIGREEN, Escola Secundária Abel Salazar, E. B. Júlia Dinis, E.B. Padre
Manuel.
Overview of the discussion
Ricardo Teixeira, Head of the Quality Department of Municipality of Matosinhos, started with a
brief welcome remark to all the participants. Then, Margarida Gomes and José Alexandre
presented themselves and also acknowledged the participants to be there.
Margarida Gomes, member of the research team from the ABAE, started the session with a brief
explanation of the project, defining the main objectives, methodology tools which are going to
be needed and what relation is expected between the research team of the university and each
educational centre for the correct development of the project (Annex 6.4).
Also Margarida Gomes presented the structure of the project, detailing the delivery dates and
content of each phase. In addition, the surveys required to be completed by the educational
community were explained and the foreseen schedule of the visits to carry out pre-audits in all
pilot centres was shown.
José Alexandre presented the structure of the tool.
Finally, a time of debate was opened about different contributions of the attendees and the
doubts that arose, as well as checking at the end the availability of each centre to receive
members of the ClimACT team to carry out pre-audits.

Conclusions
The meeting served as a starting point to explain the ClimACT project and organize tasks with all
the pilot-schools. The main objective of the ClimACT project was shown, to promote the
transition to a Low Carbon Economy in schools through the experience of the teaching
community, researchers and management administrations.
The participating institutions and educational centres had a first contact with the research team
of ABAE and EDIGREEN of the ClimACT project, and received initial information about the
objectives, necessary requirements, deadlines and phases of action to be able to inform their
teaching community of their own centres.

AOB during the first meeting in Matosinhos
During the session, pictures were taken in all different moments of the event, from the
registration of attendees, the session explanation and some others of groups of attendees.
Pictures of the Session

Figure 29 – Table with the representative of each partner: ABAE, EDIGREEN and Municipio de Matosinhos

Figure 30 – Margarida Gomes from ABAE during her presentation

Figure 31 – Participants on the Stakeholder Meeting in Matosinhos

Presentation of the ClimACT project to pilot-schools in Loures –
first meeting
ABAE, in collaboration with the leading partner - IST - and the Associated Partner, the
Municipality of Loures, organized a meeting with the representatives of the Loures Pilot Schools
to present the ClimACT project. This meeting took place on October 24, 2016 at the premises of
the Municipality of Loures. This meeting was attended by 20 persons (Table 7 and Figure 19)
who held an open discussion on the ClimACT project, the role of the partners and the pilot
schools throughout the project time frame.
Table 15 - List of participants in Loures' Meeting

Full Name
Margarida Gomes
Giovani Giorgetti
Marta Almeida
Ana Risota
Susana Entrezede
Marina Almeida-Silva
Carlos Pina
Ana Isabel Ribeiro
Rui Campos
Rui Pecurto
Fernando Noivo
Teresa Loureiro
Ana Monteiro
Ana Sabino
Ana Cristina Ferreira
Anabela Pereira
Ana Margarida Brito
Inês Passos
Ana Isabel Lobo
Catarina Vasconcelos

Affiliation
ABAE
ABAE
IST
CMLoures
CMLoures
IST
IST
CMLoures
E.B. 2,3 Mário Sá Carneiro
CMLoures
CMLoures
Agrupamento de Escolas João Villaret
ESTeSL
ESTeSL
Escola Secundária Humberto Delgado
Escola Secundária José Cardoso Pires
Escola Secundária José Cardoso Pires
Escola Básica General Humberto Delgado
Agrupamento de Escolas de Camarate
Agrupamento de Escolas de Camarate

Figure 32 - Attendance List assigned (Loures first Meeting)

Agenda of the first meeting in Loures
ClimACT - Stakeholder Meeting in Loures
Session
Participants
Margarida Gomes
Marta Almeida
14:00 - 14:30 Registration and delivery of documentation.
Pedro Amorim
Ana Gaiolas
ClimACT project: initial explanation, general Margarida Gomes
18:00 - 18:30
objectives, scope and expectations.
Marta Almeida
Time

18:45 - 19:15

ClimACT project: structure, tasks, dates and work- Margarida Gomes
phases.
Marta Almeida

19:15 - 19:30 Debate and answers to any doubts.

All

Duration of the session: 120 minutes approximately.

Minute of the first meeting in Loures
Welcome and opening
The session began with the registration and delivery of the documentation to all participants
who attended representing to each educational centre or other institutions.
The institutions and the pilot-schools which attended to the session were the municipality of
Matosinhos, ABAE, EDIGREEN, Escola Secundária Abel Salazar, E. B. Júlia Dinis, and E.B. Padre
Manuel.
Overview of the discussion
Pedro Amorim, Head of the Environmental Department of Municipality of Loures, started with
a brief welcome remark to all the participants. Then, Margarida Gomes and Marta Almeida
presented themselves and also acknowledged the participants to be there.
Marta Almeida, member of the research team from the IST and coordinator of the ClimACT
project, started the session with a brief explanation of the project, defining the main objectives,
the structure of the project, methodology tools which are going to be needed and what relation
is expected between the research team of the university and each educational centre for the
correct development of the project.
Margarida Gomes presented the structure of the project, detailing the delivery dates and
content of each phase. In addition, the surveys required to be completed by the educational
community were explained and the foreseen schedule of the visits to carry out pre-audits in all
pilot centres was shown.
Finally, a time of debate was opened about different contributions of the attendees and the
doubts that arose, as well as checking at the end the availability of each centre to receive
members of the ClimACT team to carry out pre-audits.

At the end of the meeting Municipality of Loures offered a coffee and a snack to all participants
giving the opportunity to chat to each other in an informal way.
Conclusions
The meeting served as a starting point to explain the ClimACT project and organize tasks with all
the pilot-schools. The main objective of the ClimACT project was shown, to promote the
transition to a Low Carbon Economy in schools through the experience of the teaching
community, researchers and management administrations.
The participating institutions and educational centres had a first contact with the research team
of ABAE and IST of the ClimACT project, and received initial information about objectives,
necessary requirements, deadlines and phases of action to be able to inform their teaching
community of their own centres.

AOB during the first meeting in Loures
During the session, pictures were taken in all different moments of the event, from the
registration of attendees, the session explanation and some others of groups of attendees.
Pictures of the Session

Figure 33 – Table with the representative of each partner: ABAE, IST and Municipio de Loures

Figure 34 - Participants in Stakeholders Meeting in Loures (part I)

Figure 35 - Participants in Stakeholders Meeting in Loures (part II)

Figure 36 - Participants in Stakeholders Meeting in Loures (part III)

Figure 37 - Coffee break offered by Loures Municipality

Figure 38 – Participants on the meeting of Loures’ Pilot-Schools

Presentation on the Stakeholder’ Meeting in Matosinhos and Loures: first
meeting

Presentation of the ClimACT project to E.B. 2, 3 Maria Veleda
pilot-school in Loures
ABAE organized a meeting with the representatives of the E.B. 2, 3 Maria Veleda Pilot-School to
present the ClimACT project. This meeting took place on November 7th, 2016 at the premises of
the pilot-school. This meeting was attended by 4 people (Table 8) who held an open discussion
on the ClimACT project, the role of the partners and the pilot-schools throughout the project
time frame.
Table 16 - List of participants in E.B 2,3 Maria Veleda' Meeting

Full Name
Margarida Gomes
Giovani Giorgetti
Inês Correia
Irene Louro

Affiliation
ABAE
ABAE
E.B. 2,3 Maria Veleda
E.B. 2,3 Maria Veleda

Agenda of the meeting with E.B. 2, 3 Maria Veleda pilot-school
ClimACT - Stakeholder Meeting
Time
Session
Participants
ClimACT project: initial explanation, general Margarida Gomes
10h30 – 11h
objectives, scope and expectations.
Giovani Giorgetti
11h – 12h

ClimACT project: structure, tasks, dates and work- Margarida Gomes
phases.
Giovani Giorgetti

12h – 13h

Debate and answers to any doubts.

All

Minute of the meeting with E.B. 2, 3 Maria Veleda pilot-school
Margarida Gomes, member of ABAE, started with a brief welcome remark to the participants,
presenting her and acknowledged the participants to be there.
Margarida Gomes started the session with a brief explanation of the project, defining the main
objectives, the structure of the project, methodology tools which are going to be needed and
what relation is expected between the research team of the university and each educational
centre for the correct development of the project. Margarida also presented the structure of
the project, detailing the delivery dates and content of each phase. In addition, the surveys
required to be completed by the educational community were explained and the foreseen
schedule of the visits to carry out pre-audits in all pilot centres was shown.
Finally, a time of debate was opened about different contributions of the attendees and the
doubts that arose, as well as checking at the end the availability of each centre to receive
members of the ClimACT team to carry out pre-audits.
Conclusions

The meeting served as a starting point to explain the ClimACT project and organize tasks with all
the pilot-school. The main objective of the ClimACT project was shown, to promote the
transition to a Low Carbon Economy in schools through the experience of the teaching
community, researchers and management administrations.

AOB during the meeting with E.B. 2, 3 Maria Veleda Pilot-School
During the session, one picture was taken and it is presented here.

Second ClimACT project meeting with pilot-schools in Loures
ABAE, in collaboration with the leading partner - IST - and the Associated Partner, the
Municipality of Loures, organized a meeting with the representatives of the Loures Pilot Schools
to present the ClimACT project, due to the replacement / alteration of teachers (Low Carbon
Coordinators) in the second year of the project. This meeting took place on October 10, 2017 at
the premises of the Municipality of Loures. This meeting was attended by 21 persons (Figure 27)
who held an open discussion on the ClimACT project, the role of the partners and the pilot
schools throughout the project time frame.

Figure 39 - Attendance List assigned (Loures second Meeting)

Agenda of the second meeting in Loures
ClimACT - Stakeholder Meeting in Loures
Session
Participants
Margarida Gomes
Marta Almeida
14:00 - 14:30 Registration and delivery of documentation.
Pedro Amorim
Ana Gaiolas
Time

ClimACT project: explanation, general objectives, Margarida Gomes
scope and expectations.
Marta Almeida
Margarida Gomes
ClimACT project: structure, tasks, dates and work15:30 - 17:30
Marta Almeida
phases.
Giovanni Giorgetti
14:30 - 15:30

17:30 - 18:00 Debate and answers to any doubts.

All

Minute of the second meeting in Loures
Welcome and opening
The session began with the registration and delivery of the documentation to all participants
who attended representing to each educational centre or other institutions.
Overview of the discussion
The session was scheduled for 2:30 p.m. and a tolerance time was given for the arrival of all
participants, starting at 3:00 p.m. with the presence of 21 people from all schools in the district
of Lisbon, except for EB 2,3 Mario Sá Carneiro, who for professional reasons could not be
present, as presented on the attendance sheet.
After the welcome given by the Municipality of Loures, Eng. Marta Almeida, coordinator of the
ClimACT project, requested the individual presentation of each participant. Each school was
represented by the coordinating teacher or by representatives of the school management.
Marta Almeida presented the project from its inception, as new teachers were integrated into
the project, as is the case of José Cardoso Pires Secondary School, since there was a change /
exit of teachers from some ClimACT schools. Since the placement of teachers may vary, the
Commitment Statement that was signed by the School Board at the beginning of the 2016/2017
school year is valid until the end of the project to ensure continuation of the schools throughout
the project.
Marta Almeida highlighted the motivations for the constitution of the project, namely the lack
of knowledge about the environmental and energy performance of schools; budgetary
constraints; lack of information on financial support mechanisms; and enormous potential in the
formation and sensitization of the school community.
The various work packages, the working methodology, the modules and the expected results
were presented. Teachers got to know some of the results of school audits in 2016/2017, such
as the presence of CO2 and particles above the recommended values in almost all schools.
Margarida Gomes (MG), pedagogical director of the ABAE, presented a summary of the activities
developed by the schools in the previous school year. Regarding the Low Carbon Commissions,
organized by each school, the numbers of the people involved were presented, highlighting
more than one hundred students involved and about fifty representatives of community
entities. It was also highlighted the high number of responses to the behavioral questionnaire,
totaling 2210 (two thousand two hundred and ten) surveys. MG reported that this same

questionnaire will be available for schools to respond in 2017/2018 because it is important to
analyze the evolution of behaviors over the three years of the project.
Subsequently, the communication materials to be used by the schools in all activities developed
under the Interreg Sudoe ClimACT project were presented.
MG presented one or more of the activities developed by each of the Portuguese schools in the
previous school year, namely the construction of solar furnaces, environmental awareness
actions, construction of solar cars from kits provided by ABAE, tree planting and garden
maintenance and pedagogical gardens, the Climate Code, the analysis of the results of the
behavioral questionnaires, the student brigades, among others. All these activities were planned
and organized by schools through defined-purpose activity plans, assessment tools, necessary
resources, etc.
Professor Inês Correia presented the work developed at the Maria Veleda School, which
organized 4 brigades / groups of students that sensitized their younger colleagues to good
environmental practices in the following areas: waste, energy, food and water. Professor Vítor
Manteigas presented some of the initiatives that take place at the Higher School of Health
Technology in Lisbon, such as the show of environmental documentaries and films during class
hours, which were sessions open to the whole community.
MG also presented the new challenges for the 2017/2018 academic year, such as the teacher
training course that will take place in this school year in e-learning or b-learning format, in case
teachers wish to obtain the credits of this credited training. This course is open to all interested
teachers from ClimACT schools in Portugal, Spain, France and Gibraltar.
Some of the proposals for Hands-On activities were also presented, which teachers will receive
in the Teacher's Manual ClimACT. The schools will also have available ClimACT games within the
scope of the gamification module, namely the Quiz ClimACT, the board game "Zero Carbon", a
webapp to calculate the carbon footprint, Serpente Papa-Leguas, among others. The webapp
will be available this school year for computer and mobile devices.
Lastly, MG presented the schedule for the 2017/2018 school year, especially the meetings of the
Baixo Carbono Commissions, awareness raising actions for the parents of the students, online
and face-to-face training for teachers, participation in the new behavioral questionnaire to
students, teachers and other staff, as well as the preparation of activity plans and participation
in ClimACT challenges / contests and sessions.
In the end, the organization thanked everyone for their presence and the meeting was
adjourned at 6:00 p.m., with no further business to discuss.
Conclusions
The meeting served to explain the tasks for the present school year on ClimACT project and to
understand the main difficulties that the Low Carbon Coordinators had in the first school year
of the ClimACT project.

The participating institutions and schools received information about goals, necessary
requirements, deadlines and phases of action to be able to inform their teaching community of
their own schools.

AOB during the first meeting in Loures
During the session, pictures were taken in all different moments of the event, from the
registration of attendees, the session explanation and some others of groups of attendees.
Pictures of the Session

Figure X - Participants in Stakeholders Meeting in Loures

Participants in Stakeholders Meeting in Loures

Participants in Stakeholders Meeting in Loures

Portugal: National Stakeholder Meeting in Portugal
5.2.1. IST and ISQ “Descarbonização da Economia” organized meeting
IST and ISQ organized a stakeholder meeting in Portuguese Energy Day – 29th May 2017. ClimACT
and MOEBBIUS projects get together and organized this meeting, where several institutions,
researcher experts and national authorities had participated. This event aimed to present
European projects – ClimACT and MOEEBIUS – and to announce the latest developments
without framing, implementation and study of low carbon actions in buildings.
The agenda of the meeting is presented in Figure 28.

Figure 40 - Agenda of the "Descarbonização da Economia"

The invited speakers were selected according to their expertise in air quality, energy efficiency,
sustainability, research and financing programs.
The event was attended by more than 60 participants and more than 10 news were published
by the social media. The list of participants is presented in Figure 29.

Figure 41 - Attendance List assigned (National Stakeholder’ Meeting in Portugal)

AOB during the National Stakeholders Meeting in Portugal
During the session two pictures were taken and are presented here.
Picture of the Session

Figure 42 - Marta Almeida and Ricardo Rato from IST and ISQ, respectively.

Figure 43 - Stakeholders Meeting' Audience.

Presentation and discussion of the ClimACT application
software
ABAE organized a meeting with IST and Mobinteg in Lisbon, Portugal in 19th February 2018 and
account with 8 participants.
The list of participants is presented in Figure 29.

Figure 29 – Attendance List assigned

Minute of the meeting
The scheduled meeting timetable was from 12:00 to 14:00. Participants arrived and at 12:00
with the arrival of the last participant, the photos of the event were taken by Giovanni Giorgetti
and the meeting begun.
ABAE´s team gave his welcome to all participants and started the meeting discussing the
characteristics of the App. Mobinteg presented the design of the App and IST gave their opinion
about the functionalities needed to apply this tool in secondary schools and universities. It was
decided that IST, ABAE and ISQ will work together on defining the forms to be used by Mobinteg
in the development of the application for Android and iOS.
Mobinteg is the company that is developing the mobile computing application for the ClimACT
project, already with vast experience in this area.

AOB during meeting
During the session, were taken some pictures by Giovanni Giorgetti.
Picture of the Session

Annex 4: Spain

